
AAV, adeno-associated virus
parvovirus

Its life cycle is dependent on the presence of a helper virus (adeno virus) 

It is not pathogeneic 

Its genome is small, well characterized and thus simple to manipulate

It may stably infect the host cell



AAV virions are small nonenveloped particles (20–25 nm)



AAV, first discovered as a 
contaminant of Ad preprations

The first human adeno-associated virus (AAV) was discovered in 1965, as a 
contaminant of adenovirus (Ad) preparations (this is probably how it got its 
name). It is one of the smallest viruses with a non-enveloped capsid of 
approximately 22 nm.

Although 80-90% of adults are sero-positive with AAV2, infection has not 
been associated with any symptoms or disease. 



AAV serotypes and virus phylogram

Figure 2. A simplified adeno-associated virus phylogram
The AAV serotypes are separated into five clades (A–F) and two clonal isolates based on
VP1 amino acid sequence. ClustalW2 Phylogeny [111] was used to generate the rooted
phylogenetic tree. Distance values are shown for each serotype and indicate the number of
substitutions as a proportion of the length of the alignment.
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The AAV serotypes are separated into five clades (A–F) and two clonal isolates (AAV4, AAV5) 
based on VP1 amino acid sequence. ClustalW2 Phylogeny was used to generate the rooted 
phylogenetic tree. Distance values are shown for each serotype and indicate the number of 
substitutions as a proportion of the length of the alignment.



Adeno-associated virus capsid structure

Figure 3. Adeno-associated virus capsid structure
(A) An adeno-associated virus (AAV) VP3 monomer is shown with a conserved core region
consisting of eight antiparallel β-sheets (βB–βI) and an α-helix (αA). Loop insertions
between the β-sheets vary among the AAV serotypes. Nine VRs (defined in [49]) are present
on the capsid surface, and are color coded and denoted with roman numerals (I: purple; II:
blue; III: yellow; IV: red; V: gray; VI: hot pink; VII: cyan; VIII: green; IX: brown; βHI
loop: tan). (B) Locations of the VRs and viral asymmetric unit (shown in white) on the
surface of the AAV capsid. The two-, three- and five-fold symmetry axes make up the
border of the viral asymmetric unit, which is defined as the smallest repeating unit on the
icosahedral capsid, and 60 of these compose the AAV capsid. It is indicated by a triangle on
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Figure 3. Adeno-associated virus capsid structure
(A) An adeno-associated virus (AAV) VP3 monomer is shown with a conserved core region
consisting of eight antiparallel β-sheets (βB–βI) and an α-helix (αA). Loop insertions
between the β-sheets vary among the AAV serotypes. Nine VRs (defined in [49]) are present
on the capsid surface, and are color coded and denoted with roman numerals (I: purple; II:
blue; III: yellow; IV: red; V: gray; VI: hot pink; VII: cyan; VIII: green; IX: brown; βHI
loop: tan). (B) Locations of the VRs and viral asymmetric unit (shown in white) on the
surface of the AAV capsid. The two-, three- and five-fold symmetry axes make up the
border of the viral asymmetric unit, which is defined as the smallest repeating unit on the
icosahedral capsid, and 60 of these compose the AAV capsid. It is indicated by a triangle on
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An adeno-associated virus (AAV) VP3 monomer is shown 
with a conserved core region consisKng of eight 
anKparallel β-sheets (βB–βI) and an α-helix (αA). Loop 
inserKons between the β-sheets vary among the AAV 
serotypes. Nine VRs are present on the capsid surface, 
and are color coded and denoted with roman numerals (I: 
purple; II: blue; III: yellow; IV: red; V: gray; VI: hot pink; VII: 
cyan; VIII: green; IX: brown; βHI loop: tan).

Locations of the VRs and viral asymmetric unit (shown in 
white) on the surface of the AAV capsid. The two-, three-
and five-fold symmetry axes make up the border of the viral 
asymmetric unit, which is defined as the smallest repeating 
unit on the icosahedral capsid, and 60 of these compose the 
AAV capsid. It is indicated by a triangle on the surface of the 
AAV capsid, encompassing the area from the fivefold pore 
down to the twofold symmetry axis and outwards to the 
threefold protrusions.

VR: Variable region 

the VP3 monomer

icosahedral capsid consisting of 60 monomer; VP1 and VP2, 3 monomers; VP3, 54 monomers
The 9 variable regions (VR) of the VP3 monomer distinguish the different serotypes and the 

variable regions dictate the tropism of the virus



functional roles of adeno-associated virus variable regions 
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Table 1

Reported functional roles of adeno-associated virus variable regions.

VR AAV2 aa Reported functional role(s) Ref.

VR-I 260–267 aa 263, 265, determinant of muscle transduction; A20 neutralization; 3C5 binding [59,63,67,97]

VR-II 326–330 Transduction [63]

VR- III 380–384 Transduction; A20 neutralization [63,67,97]

VR-IV 449–467 aa 456–476, liver transduction efficiency determinant; aa 456–568, delayed blood clearance
phenotype; 4E4 neutralization

[46,59,98]

VR-V 487–504 aa 498, 503, 504, effect on liver- and muscle-specific transduction; aa 456–568, delayed blood
clearance phenotype; C37-B neutralization; 4E4 neutralization; 5H7 neutralization

[46,59,98]

VR-VI 522–538 aa 456–568, delayed blood clearance phenotype; aa 531, airway epithelium determinant [46,107]

VR-VII 544–557 aa 456–568, delayed blood clearance phenotype; aa 550-568, liver transduction efficiency
determinant; A20 neutralization; 3C5 neutralization

[46,59,63,98]

VR-VIII 580–592 aa 592, 595 reduced transduction efficiency in liver; aa 584, 598, airway epithelium determinant;
aa 585–590, ability to traverse blood vasculature phenotype; aa 602, effect on liver- and muscle-
specific transduction; aa 581–584 and 589–592, effect on liver and heart-specific transduction;
ADK8 neutralization; C37-B neutralization; 5H7 neutralization

[44,46,59,60,96,98,107]

VR-IX 703–711 aa 699–735, determinant of heart tropism; determinant of improved melanoma tropism in
AAV-1829; aa 706, mutants exhibited altered tropism; aa 705, 708, 716, determinant of muscle
transduction; A20 neutralization; 3C5 binding

[59,63,91,97]

aa: Amino acid; AAV: Adeno-associated virus; VR: Variable region.
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the variable regions are involved in the selection of the target cells thus regulate the 
virus tropism



Capsid homology among AAV serotypes 1 to 9 

fate proteoglycan), AAV-4 (O-linked sialic acid), and AAV-5
(platelet-derived growth factor receptor). In addition, a 37-
kDa/67-kDa laminin receptor has been identified as being a
receptor for AAV serotypes 2, 3, 8, and 9 (3). The attachment
receptors for the other serotypes have not yet been identified.
All of these serotypes are potential candidates for testing as
vectors for gene therapy. To date, most of the testing has
involved serotypes 1 to 9, which have considerable differences
at the capsid amino acid sequence level, except for AAV-1 and
AAV-6 (Table 1), and has succeeded in identifying vectors
with widely divergent tissue specificities.

The use of the different AAV serotypes in a pseudotyping
approach (the genome of one ITR serotype being packaged
into a different serotype capsid) has allowed broad tissue tro-
pisms. However, some tissues remain refractory to transduc-
tion using available serotypes. This presents a major challenge
for AAV-based gene therapy for clinically relevant tissues.

Rational Design of AAV Capsids

A deeper understanding of the AAV capsid properties has
made the rational design of AAV vectors that display selective
tissue/organ targeting possible, thus broadening the possible
applications for AAV as a gene therapy vector. Two ap-
proaches have been used for AAV vector retargeting: (i) direct
targeting and (ii) indirect targeting. In direct targeting, vector
targeting is mediated by small peptides or ligands that have
been directly inserted into the viral capsid sequence. This ap-
proach has been used successfully to target endothelial cells
(61, 69). Direct targeting requires extensive knowledge of the
capsid structure. Important aspects involve the following: pep-
tides or ligands must be positioned at sites that are exposed to
the capsid surface, the insertion must not significantly affect
capsid structure and assembly, and it is important that the
native tropism be ablated to maximize targeting.

In indirect targeting, vector targeting is mediated by an as-
sociating molecule that interacts with both the viral surface and
the specific cell surface receptor. The use of bispecific antibod-
ies (8) and biotin (6, 50) has been described for AAV vectors.
The advantages of this approach are that different adaptors
can be coupled to the capsid without significant changes in
capsid structure, and the native tropism can be easily ablated.
One disadvantage of using adaptors for targeting may involve
the decreased stability of the capsid-adaptor complex in vivo.
The development of efficient AAV targeting vectors will re-
quire a better understanding of all aspects of the AAV infec-

tion process: binding and entry, viral processing, and nuclear
entry and expression. Significant progress has been made in all
these categories, and the development of efficient AAV tar-
geting vectors will expand AAV’s use as a vector for many
clinical applications.

Immune Response to AAV

One of the biggest challenges facing AAV gene delivery is
the host immune response. The host defense mechanism at the
adaptive level is made up of cell-mediated and humoral im-
munity. The cell-mediated response functions at the cellular
level, eliminating the transduced cells using cytotoxic T cells,
whereas the humoral response produces neutralizing antibod-
ies (Nab), preventing the readministration of vector. Almost
no innate response is seen in AAV infection (76).

Immune response to AAV is primarily a humoral response
(72). Preexisting Nab in patients, because of prior infection,
account for the humoral response seen toward AAV. In a study
by Chirmule et al. (13), antibodies to AAV were seen in 96%
of the subjects (patients with cystic fibrosis [CF] and healthy
subjects), and 32% showed neutralizing ability in an in vitro
assay. Nab to AAV have been to show limit AAV transduction
in liver (47) and lung (28); however, no such effect was seen in
muscle (21), brain (43), and retina (5). Interestingly, the hu-
moral response to AAV may be T-cell dependent; the inhibi-
tion of T-cell function using anti-CD4 antibodies prevents Nab
formation and allows vector readministration (14, 28, 40).

Cell-mediated responses to AAV vectors have been docu-
mented, but this response may be dependent on the route of
administration (11) and AAV serotype (67). A potent immune
response to AAV-ovalbumin was observed when AAV was
administered intraperitoneally, intravenously, or subcutane-
ously but not when administered intramuscularly. Moreover,
AAV-2 has been shown to induce a weak cell-mediated im-
mune response. This may be attributed to AAV inefficiently
infecting mature dendritic cells (DC); however, a recent study
demonstrated an efficient infection of immature DC and gen-
erated a cytotoxic-T-lymphocyte (CTL) response when used in
adoptive transfer experiments (77). The extent to which ma-
ture and immature DC are transduced by AAV in vivo and the
mechanism of how AAV induces a cellular immune response
are not known.

In a recent clinical trial for hemophilia B, an unexpected
liver toxicity was observed and was attributed to a CTL re-
sponse to AAV-2-transduced hepatocytes (42). Subsequently,

TABLE 1. Capsid homology among AAV serotypes 1 to 9

AAV
% Homology to AAV:

AAV-1 AAV-2 AAV-3 AAV-4 AAV-5 AAV-6 AAV-7 AAV-8 AAV-9

AAV-1 100
AAV-2 83 100
AAV-3 87 88 100
AAV-4 63 60 63 100
AAV-5 58 57 58 53 100
AAV-6 99 83 87 63 58 100
AAV-7 85 82 85 63 58 85 100
AAV-8 84 83 86 63 58 84 88 100
AAV-9 82 82 84 62 57 82 82 85 100
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AAV Life Cycle

• AAV2 attachment is primary mediated by heparan sulphate proteoglycans,
• Internalization is aided by co-receptors, such as avb5 and FGFR1 etc. 

The use of ubiquitous heparan sulphate proteoglycans as docking sites explains in part the 
well-known broad tropism of this virus. 

After entry into the host cell nucleus, AAV can follow either one of two distinct and 
interchangeable pathways of its life cycle: the lytic and the lysogenic. 

The lytic pathway develops in cells infected with a helper virus such as adenovirus or herpes 
simplex virus (HSV), 

The lysogenic pathway is established in host cells in the absence of a helper virus



AAV Life Cycle

Lysogen:
stable 
insertion of 
the proviral 
genome

Lytic:
production 
of the 
progeny 
virions



appears to be nonpathogenic in tissue culture, when Rep is
expressed under its own promoter. Such expression is regu-
lated by negative feedback. Excess Rep expression has been
shown to arrest cell division (75) and induce cellular apoptosis
(58).

A 33-bp minimum AAVS1 sequence, which contains an
RBE-like and a TRS-like sequence separated by 8 nucleotides,
is necessary and sufficient to target AAV integration (26). The
intervening sequence may be varied, but a central 5! CTC is
required. The actual integration site is somewhat downstream
from the target sequence and can be variable. Many RBEs
have been identified in the human genome, with AAVS1 being
the only site that has an RBE and a TRS in close proximity to
one other. Interestingly, the AAV genome and AAVS1 can be
tethered to each other via Rep68 in vitro (68). These observa-
tions provide a molecular explanation for why AAVS1 is tar-
geted, even though the exact mechanism remains unknown.

The process of site-specific integration is not completely
specific even under ideal conditions of Rep78 and Rep68 ex-
pression, with approximately 40 to 70% of integrants occurring
in AAVS1. Moreover, the mechanism is imprecise, as judged
by there not being reproducible breakpoints for vector-AAVS1
junctions; however, clusters of integrants appear within a 2-kb
fragment of AAVS1. While the cis- and trans-acting viral fac-
tors required for site-specific integration have been identified,
much less is known about cellular factors that are required or
may be involved. Only recently has a study provided evidence
that a cellular protein, human immunodeficiency virus trans-
acting response element-RNA loop binding protein 185 (TRP-
185), can promote AAV integration into AAVS1 further
downstream from the RBE via interactions with both Rep and
AAVS1 (73). Moreover, site-specific integration has been
demonstrated in mice and rats transgenic for AAVS1, suggest-
ing that the AAVS1 open-chromatin structure is maintained in

vivo and that the cellular factors that mediate site-specific
integration are present in nondividing cells (56).

AAV Infection

AAV-2 gains entry into target cells by using the cellular
receptor heparan sulfate proteoglycan (62). Internalization
is enhanced by interactions with one or more of at least six
known coreceptors including "V#5 integrins (63), fibroblast
growth factor receptor 1 (53), hepatocyte growth factor re-
ceptor (35), "v#1 integrin (7), and laminin receptor (3). The
cellular events that mediate AAV trafficking postentry are
not completely characterized. Cells defective for dynamin
significantly hindered AAV-2 infection, suggesting that
AAV is endocytosed into clathrin-coated vesicles (15). For
successful AAV infection, AAV particles need to escape
these endocytic vesicles. Infection experiments with bafilo-
mycin A1 (a drug that inhibits the proton pump for endo-
somes) suggested that the low pH in the endosomes is es-
sential for virus escape and successful infection (9).
Moreover, cellular signaling involving the activation of the
Rac1 protein and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway
is necessary for intracellular trafficking of AAV particles
using microtubules (57). Interestingly, a conserved phospho-
lipase A2 motif identified in the N terminus of the VP1
protein was reported to be important for successful infec-
tion (27). Specifically, the phospholipase A2 motif seemed to
be playing a crucial role during AAV trafficking, possibly
helping AAV escape the late endosome. Mutational analysis
of the AAV capsid structure indicated that the fivefold pore
structure may also serve as the site for phospholipase do-
main presentation during viral infection (10). Moreover,
endosomal cysteine proteases, cathepsins B and L, have
implied roles in AAV trafficking and capsid disassembly (4).

FIG. 2. AAV life cycle. AAV undergoes productive infection in the presence of adenovirus coinfection. This is characterized by genome
replication, viral gene expression, and virion production. In the absence of adenovirus, AAV can establish latency by integrating into chromosome
19 (AAVS1). The latent AAV genome can be rescued and replicated upon superinfection by adenovirus. Both stages of AAV’s life cycle are
regulated by complex interactions between the AAV genome and AAV, adenoviral, and host proteins.
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AAV undergoes productive infection in the presence of adenovirus coinfection. This is characterized by 
genome replication, viral gene expression, and virion production. In the absence of adenovirus, AAV can 
establish latency by integrating into chromosome 19 (AAVS1). The latent AAV genome can be rescued 
and replicated upon superinfection by adenovirus. Both stages of AAV’s life cycle are regulated by 
complex interactions between the AAV genome and AAV, adenoviral, and host proteins.



lytic vs lysogen cycle

lytic
when the virions infect stressed cells:
infected with Ad or HSV
genotoxic  agent (X g UV radiation or 
chemicals such as MMS, hydroxyurea)
heat shock 

lysogen
in most case, when cells are in 
physiological conditions the viral 
genome is integrated and the life 
cycle blocked



AAV production
Like all parvoviruses, the AAV genome is packaged as a linear ssDNA molecule with palindromic inverted 
terminal repeat (ITR) sequences forming dsDNA hairpin structures at each end.
These serve as replication origins during productive infection and as priming sites for host–cell DNA 
polymerase to begin synthesis.

AAV, unlike many of the autonomous parvoviruses, packages either the plus or minus DNA strand with 
equal efficiency.
While the conventional replication scheme of AAV requires de novo synthesis of the complementary DNA 
strand, there is an alternative mechanism, involving the base pairing of complementary strands from 
two infecting viruses containing DNA strands with opposite polarity.



AAV genome
AAV has a linear single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genome of approximately 4.7-kilobases (kb), 
with two 145 nucleotide-long inverted terminal repeats (ITR) at the termini. The virus does not 
encode a polymerase and therefore relies on cellular polymerases for genome replication. The 
ITRs flank the two viral genes, rep (replication) and cap (capsid), encoding non-structural and 
structural proteins, respectively. 

VP1 (virion protein 1, 87 kDa), 
VP2 (virion protein 2, 72 kDa)
VP3, (virion protein , 62 kDa) 
These capsid proteins assemble
into a near-spherical protein shell
of 60 subunits. 

Rep78/68, genome replication
Rep42/40, genome packaging



AAV ITR
The AAV genome is structurally characterized by 145-bp
inverted terminal repeats (ITRs).
The first 125 nucleotides of the ITR constitute a
palindrome, which folds upon itself to maximize base
pairing and forms a T-shaped hairpin structure. The other
20 bases, called the D sequence, remain unpaired.
The ITR is the origin of replication and serves as a primer
for second-strand synthesis by DNA polymerase.
The double- stranded DNA intermediates are processed via
a strand displacement mechanism, resulting in single-
stranded DNA used for packaging and double-stranded
DNA used for transcription.
Critical to the replication process are the Rep binding ele-
ments (RBEs) (RBE and RBE’) and a terminal resolution
site (TRS), which is located within the ITR.
The ITR is also essential for AAV genome packaging,
transcription, negative regulation under non permissive
conditions, and site-specific integration.scripts using the P5 promoter, whereas the smaller Rep pro-

teins (Rep52 and Rep40) are produced from transcripts using
the P19 promoter. Rep78 and Rep68 are produced from un-
spliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, and are important
regulatory proteins that act in trans in all phases of the AAV
life cycle. Specifically, they positively and negatively regulate
AAV gene expression in the presence or absence of helper
virus, respectively, and are required for DNA replication (48).
The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced from
unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, are involved in
the accumulation of single-stranded viral DNA used for pack-
aging within AAV capsids. All four Rep proteins possess he-
licase and ATPase activity. In addition, the larger Rep proteins
possess strand- and site-specific endonuclease activity (nicking
at the TRS) and site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at
the RBE).

The right ORF contains the Cap gene, which produces three
viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 pro-
moter. Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to
produce the three viral proteins from two transcripts. The
unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the
capsid proteins. The spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa)
and VP3 (62 kDa). VP2 is produced using a nonconventional
ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon. The AAV-2 capsid com-
prises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into an icosahedral
structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number
of 1. The capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in
a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

AAV Life Cycle

There are two stages to the AAV life cycle (Fig. 2) after
successful infection, a lytic stage and a lysogenic stage. In the
presence of helper virus (adenovirus or herpesvirus), the lytic
stage ensues. During this period, AAV undergoes productive
infection characterized by genome replication, viral gene ex-

pression, and virion production. The adenoviral genes that
provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA.
Herpesvirus aids in AAV gene expression by providing viral
DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early functions
necessary for HSV transcription. Although adenovirus and
herpesvirus provide different sets of genes for helper function,
they both regulate cellular gene expression, providing a per-
missive intracellular milieu for AAV productive infection.

In the absence of adenovirus or herpesvirus, there is limited
AAV replication, viral gene expression is repressed, and the
AAV genome can establish latency by integrating into a 4-kb
region on chromosome 19 (q13.4), termed AAVS1 (36, 37).
The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes,
TNNT1 and TNNI3 (16). The AAVS1 region itself is an up-
stream part of a recently described gene, MBS85. The exact
function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been
shown to be involved in actin organization (64). Whether AAV
integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experi-
ments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a safe integration site.

AAV-2 Site-Specific Integration

One of the features of AAV is its ability to specifically
integrate to establish latent infection. Current AAV vectors do
not have this ability, and the development of such a vector
would ensure long-term transgene expression in tissues with-
out problems associated with insertional mutagenesis.

Some of the viral and cellular requirements for targeted
integration have been elucidated. The AAV components that
are required have been identified. These include the ITRs (in
cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), and a 138-bp sequence termed
the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the
P5 promoter in cis (49). It is unclear if the entire 138-bp IEE
in P5 is required, since a recent study showed that a 16-bp RBE
in P5 is sufficient (18). Latent infection with wild-type AAV-2

FIG. 1. Map of the wild-type AAV-2 genome. (A) Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different Rep and Cap transcripts are produced
from their respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star indicates the alternative ACG codon used to produce VP3. (B) Secondary structure
of an AAV-2 ITR showing the RBEs (RBE, GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE!, CTTG) and the TRS (GTTGG).
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Secondary structure of an AAV-2 ITR 
showing the RBEs (RBE, 
GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE’, CTTG) 
and the TRS (GTTGG).

RBE, Rep Binding Element
TRS, Terminal Resolution Site

ori of the AAV genome



AAV carry a linear single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genome, which is approximately 4.7 kb in 
size.
There are 2 viral ORFs, rep and cap, flanked by T-shaped ITRs. The ITRs are important for 
replication, packaging, and integration, and these are the only genetic elements from the virus 
that are retained in rAAV vectors.
The genome is translated into three mRNAs from three promoters p5, p19 and p 40; 

Replication

Capsid



the Rep proteins

scripts using the P5 promoter, whereas the smaller Rep pro-
teins (Rep52 and Rep40) are produced from transcripts using
the P19 promoter. Rep78 and Rep68 are produced from un-
spliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, and are important
regulatory proteins that act in trans in all phases of the AAV
life cycle. Specifically, they positively and negatively regulate
AAV gene expression in the presence or absence of helper
virus, respectively, and are required for DNA replication (48).
The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced from
unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, are involved in
the accumulation of single-stranded viral DNA used for pack-
aging within AAV capsids. All four Rep proteins possess he-
licase and ATPase activity. In addition, the larger Rep proteins
possess strand- and site-specific endonuclease activity (nicking
at the TRS) and site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at
the RBE).

The right ORF contains the Cap gene, which produces three
viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 pro-
moter. Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to
produce the three viral proteins from two transcripts. The
unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the
capsid proteins. The spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa)
and VP3 (62 kDa). VP2 is produced using a nonconventional
ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon. The AAV-2 capsid com-
prises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into an icosahedral
structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number
of 1. The capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in
a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

AAV Life Cycle

There are two stages to the AAV life cycle (Fig. 2) after
successful infection, a lytic stage and a lysogenic stage. In the
presence of helper virus (adenovirus or herpesvirus), the lytic
stage ensues. During this period, AAV undergoes productive
infection characterized by genome replication, viral gene ex-

pression, and virion production. The adenoviral genes that
provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA.
Herpesvirus aids in AAV gene expression by providing viral
DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early functions
necessary for HSV transcription. Although adenovirus and
herpesvirus provide different sets of genes for helper function,
they both regulate cellular gene expression, providing a per-
missive intracellular milieu for AAV productive infection.

In the absence of adenovirus or herpesvirus, there is limited
AAV replication, viral gene expression is repressed, and the
AAV genome can establish latency by integrating into a 4-kb
region on chromosome 19 (q13.4), termed AAVS1 (36, 37).
The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes,
TNNT1 and TNNI3 (16). The AAVS1 region itself is an up-
stream part of a recently described gene, MBS85. The exact
function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been
shown to be involved in actin organization (64). Whether AAV
integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experi-
ments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a safe integration site.

AAV-2 Site-Specific Integration

One of the features of AAV is its ability to specifically
integrate to establish latent infection. Current AAV vectors do
not have this ability, and the development of such a vector
would ensure long-term transgene expression in tissues with-
out problems associated with insertional mutagenesis.

Some of the viral and cellular requirements for targeted
integration have been elucidated. The AAV components that
are required have been identified. These include the ITRs (in
cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), and a 138-bp sequence termed
the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the
P5 promoter in cis (49). It is unclear if the entire 138-bp IEE
in P5 is required, since a recent study showed that a 16-bp RBE
in P5 is sufficient (18). Latent infection with wild-type AAV-2

FIG. 1. Map of the wild-type AAV-2 genome. (A) Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different Rep and Cap transcripts are produced
from their respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star indicates the alternative ACG codon used to produce VP3. (B) Secondary structure
of an AAV-2 ITR showing the RBEs (RBE, GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE!, CTTG) and the TRS (GTTGG).
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Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different 
Rep and Cap transcripts are produced from their 
respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star 
indicates the alternative ACG codon used to 
produce VP3.

Rep78, produced from unspliced transcript
Rep68, produced from spliced transcript
Both are important regulatory proteins that act in 
trans in all phases of the AAV life cycle: required for 
DNA replication; they positively and negatively 
regulate AAV gene expression in the presence or 
absence of helper virus.
In addition, Rep78 and 68 possess strand- and site-

specific endonuclease activity (nicking at the TRS) and 
site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at the RBE).

The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced 
from unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, 
are involved in the accumulation of single-stranded 
viral DNA used for packaging within AAV capsids. 

All four Rep proteins possess helicase and ATPase 
activity.

unspliced
spliced

unspliced
spliced

unspliced

spliced



the Cap proteins
The Cap gene produces three viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 promoter. 

Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to produce the three viral proteins from two 
transcripts:
•the unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the capsid proteins. 
•the spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa) and VP3 (62 kDa).

VP2 is produced using a nonconventional ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon (*). The AAV-2 capsid comprises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into 
an icosahedral structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number of 1. The capsid proteins 
(VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

scripts using the P5 promoter, whereas the smaller Rep pro-
teins (Rep52 and Rep40) are produced from transcripts using
the P19 promoter. Rep78 and Rep68 are produced from un-
spliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, and are important
regulatory proteins that act in trans in all phases of the AAV
life cycle. Specifically, they positively and negatively regulate
AAV gene expression in the presence or absence of helper
virus, respectively, and are required for DNA replication (48).
The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced from
unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, are involved in
the accumulation of single-stranded viral DNA used for pack-
aging within AAV capsids. All four Rep proteins possess he-
licase and ATPase activity. In addition, the larger Rep proteins
possess strand- and site-specific endonuclease activity (nicking
at the TRS) and site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at
the RBE).

The right ORF contains the Cap gene, which produces three
viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 pro-
moter. Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to
produce the three viral proteins from two transcripts. The
unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the
capsid proteins. The spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa)
and VP3 (62 kDa). VP2 is produced using a nonconventional
ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon. The AAV-2 capsid com-
prises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into an icosahedral
structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number
of 1. The capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in
a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

AAV Life Cycle

There are two stages to the AAV life cycle (Fig. 2) after
successful infection, a lytic stage and a lysogenic stage. In the
presence of helper virus (adenovirus or herpesvirus), the lytic
stage ensues. During this period, AAV undergoes productive
infection characterized by genome replication, viral gene ex-

pression, and virion production. The adenoviral genes that
provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA.
Herpesvirus aids in AAV gene expression by providing viral
DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early functions
necessary for HSV transcription. Although adenovirus and
herpesvirus provide different sets of genes for helper function,
they both regulate cellular gene expression, providing a per-
missive intracellular milieu for AAV productive infection.

In the absence of adenovirus or herpesvirus, there is limited
AAV replication, viral gene expression is repressed, and the
AAV genome can establish latency by integrating into a 4-kb
region on chromosome 19 (q13.4), termed AAVS1 (36, 37).
The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes,
TNNT1 and TNNI3 (16). The AAVS1 region itself is an up-
stream part of a recently described gene, MBS85. The exact
function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been
shown to be involved in actin organization (64). Whether AAV
integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experi-
ments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a safe integration site.

AAV-2 Site-Specific Integration

One of the features of AAV is its ability to specifically
integrate to establish latent infection. Current AAV vectors do
not have this ability, and the development of such a vector
would ensure long-term transgene expression in tissues with-
out problems associated with insertional mutagenesis.

Some of the viral and cellular requirements for targeted
integration have been elucidated. The AAV components that
are required have been identified. These include the ITRs (in
cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), and a 138-bp sequence termed
the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the
P5 promoter in cis (49). It is unclear if the entire 138-bp IEE
in P5 is required, since a recent study showed that a 16-bp RBE
in P5 is sufficient (18). Latent infection with wild-type AAV-2

FIG. 1. Map of the wild-type AAV-2 genome. (A) Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different Rep and Cap transcripts are produced
from their respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star indicates the alternative ACG codon used to produce VP3. (B) Secondary structure
of an AAV-2 ITR showing the RBEs (RBE, GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE!, CTTG) and the TRS (GTTGG).
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scripts using the P5 promoter, whereas the smaller Rep pro-
teins (Rep52 and Rep40) are produced from transcripts using
the P19 promoter. Rep78 and Rep68 are produced from un-
spliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, and are important
regulatory proteins that act in trans in all phases of the AAV
life cycle. Specifically, they positively and negatively regulate
AAV gene expression in the presence or absence of helper
virus, respectively, and are required for DNA replication (48).
The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced from
unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, are involved in
the accumulation of single-stranded viral DNA used for pack-
aging within AAV capsids. All four Rep proteins possess he-
licase and ATPase activity. In addition, the larger Rep proteins
possess strand- and site-specific endonuclease activity (nicking
at the TRS) and site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at
the RBE).

The right ORF contains the Cap gene, which produces three
viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 pro-
moter. Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to
produce the three viral proteins from two transcripts. The
unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the
capsid proteins. The spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa)
and VP3 (62 kDa). VP2 is produced using a nonconventional
ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon. The AAV-2 capsid com-
prises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into an icosahedral
structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number
of 1. The capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in
a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

AAV Life Cycle

There are two stages to the AAV life cycle (Fig. 2) after
successful infection, a lytic stage and a lysogenic stage. In the
presence of helper virus (adenovirus or herpesvirus), the lytic
stage ensues. During this period, AAV undergoes productive
infection characterized by genome replication, viral gene ex-

pression, and virion production. The adenoviral genes that
provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA.
Herpesvirus aids in AAV gene expression by providing viral
DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early functions
necessary for HSV transcription. Although adenovirus and
herpesvirus provide different sets of genes for helper function,
they both regulate cellular gene expression, providing a per-
missive intracellular milieu for AAV productive infection.

In the absence of adenovirus or herpesvirus, there is limited
AAV replication, viral gene expression is repressed, and the
AAV genome can establish latency by integrating into a 4-kb
region on chromosome 19 (q13.4), termed AAVS1 (36, 37).
The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes,
TNNT1 and TNNI3 (16). The AAVS1 region itself is an up-
stream part of a recently described gene, MBS85. The exact
function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been
shown to be involved in actin organization (64). Whether AAV
integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experi-
ments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a safe integration site.

AAV-2 Site-Specific Integration

One of the features of AAV is its ability to specifically
integrate to establish latent infection. Current AAV vectors do
not have this ability, and the development of such a vector
would ensure long-term transgene expression in tissues with-
out problems associated with insertional mutagenesis.

Some of the viral and cellular requirements for targeted
integration have been elucidated. The AAV components that
are required have been identified. These include the ITRs (in
cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), and a 138-bp sequence termed
the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the
P5 promoter in cis (49). It is unclear if the entire 138-bp IEE
in P5 is required, since a recent study showed that a 16-bp RBE
in P5 is sufficient (18). Latent infection with wild-type AAV-2

FIG. 1. Map of the wild-type AAV-2 genome. (A) Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different Rep and Cap transcripts are produced
from their respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star indicates the alternative ACG codon used to produce VP3. (B) Secondary structure
of an AAV-2 ITR showing the RBEs (RBE, GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE!, CTTG) and the TRS (GTTGG).
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molar ratio of the cap protein 
in the capsid
VP1:VP2:VP3=1:1:10

VP2 is transcrideb by a non conventional ACG start codon, while WP3 by a downstream conventional AUG



The self-complementary sequences in the ITRs fold back on themselves to
form hairpin structures that contain the replication origins. The large viral Rep
proteins bind to a specific sequence within the ITRs and start replication



The lysogenic pathway
When AAV infects a human cell alone, its gene expression program is auto-
repressed and latency is ensued by preferential integration of the virus genome 
into a region of roughly 2-kb on the long arm (19q13.3-qter) of human 
chromosome 19, designated AAVS1. 

A 33-bp minimum AAVS1 sequence, which contains an 
RBE-like and a TRS-like sequence separated by 8 
nucleoSdes, is necessary and sufficient to target AAV 
integraKon. The process of site-specific integraKon is not 
completely specific even under ideal condiKons of Rep78 
and Rep68 expression, with approximately 40 to 70% of 
integrants occurring in AAVS1. 



Originally described as a major hotspot for adeno-associated virus (AAV) integration, intron 1 of 
the protein phosphatase 1, regulatory subunit 12C (PPP1R12C) gene on human chromosome 19 
is referred to the AAVS1 locus. This locus allows stable, long- term transgene expression in many 
cell types, including embryonic stem cells 

2. Add 2 lL of LR Clonase II enzyme and incubate at room temper-
ature for 1 h.

3. Inactivate the reaction with 1 lL Proteinase K, and transform
2 lL into chemically competent bacteria.

Cloning by In-Fusion reaction (Takara Bio, cat. No. 639648)

Insert preparation (transgene fragment)
1. Digest the desired insert with flanking restriction

endonucleases.

2. Verify the digestion by gel electrophoresis and purify the
desired fragments.

3. Measure the fragment yield by Nanodrop 2000
(ThermoScientific).

PCR preparation (donor vector)
Primers:
SELprx-IF: 50-[12–15 nt INSERT 50 end, reverse comple
ment]-CCATAGAGCCCACCGCATC-30

RAprx-IF: 50-[12–15 nt INSERT 30 end]-GTCGACAGTAC
TAAGCTTTGACAG-30.
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Fig. 1. TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9 nuclease cleavage at the AAVS1 locus. (A) Location of the AAVS1 target site (white arrows) in the first intron of the PPP1R12C gene, and
sequence of the TALEN, CRISPR/Cas9, and previously described ZFN [13] recognition sites (boxed). TALENs cleave within the spacer region, while sgRNA-T2 directs Cas9
double-strand breaks 3 bp upstream of the PAM (blue arrow). (B) Representation of the nuclease systems used in this study. TALEN repeats were concatamerized [19] in a
custom Gateway ENTRY vector before transfer to a CAG expression vector. The AAVS1 sgRNA T2 [17] was cloned by Golden Gate into the pX330 vector [20], for expression
from the U6 promoter along with Cas9. (C) T7E1 assay comparing the cleavage activity of TALEN and CRISPR/Cas9 systems in HEK293T cells. PCR products amplified from
genomic DNA with dna182 and dna183 were treated with T7 Endonuclease I (NEB cat. No. M0302S) for 15 min followed by electrophoresis, and percent cleavage calculated
[21]. dNC-TALEN architecture is based on truncated PthXo1 (Xanthomonas oryzae) [18]. M, marker (bp); n.c., negative control.

Table 1
Plasmids used in this study.

Plasmid ID Name Type Selection Note

Nuclease plasmids
KW516 pXAT2 CRISPR Ampicillin
KW226 pTALdNC-AAVS1_T1 TALEN Kanamycin Coding region available as a Gateway ENTRY vector
KW227 pTALdNC-AAVS1_T2 TALEN Kanamycin Coding region available as a Gateway ENTRY vector

Donor plasmidsa

KW731 pAAVS1-Nst-MCS multiple cloning site Neomycin (E182) Deleted T2 protospacer sequence
KW522 pAAVS1-P-MCS multiple cloning site Puromycin Deleted T2 protospacer sequence
KW734 pAAVS1-Nst-CAG-DEST Gateway cloning Neomycin (E182) Deleted T2 protospacer sequence
KW517 pAAVS1-P-CAG-DEST Gateway cloning Puromycin Deleted T2 protospacer sequence
KW317 pAAVS1-P-CAG-GFP GFP Puromycin Add22075 backbone
KW511 pAAVS1-P-CAG-mCh mCherry Puromycin Deleted T2 protospacer sequence
KW625 pAAVS1-P-CAG-GFPluc2 GFPluc2 Puromycin Deleted T2 protospacer sequence

a All donor plasmids are selected by Ampicillin in bacterial culture.

F. Oceguera-Yanez et al. /Methods 101 (2016) 43–55 45

AAVS1

Near many genes but apparently safe: The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes, TNNT1 
and TNNI3. The AAVS1 region itself is an up-stream part of the gene, MBS85 (myosin binding subunit 
85). The exact function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been shown to be involved in 
actin organization . Whether AAV integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy 
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experiments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a 
safe integration site.



The lysogenic pathway

This site-specific integration involves the AAV ITRs and Rep proteins (Rep78, Rep68). 

The AAV components that are required for integration are: the ITRs (in cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), 
and a 138-bp sequence termed the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the P5 promoter
in cis.

scripts using the P5 promoter, whereas the smaller Rep pro-
teins (Rep52 and Rep40) are produced from transcripts using
the P19 promoter. Rep78 and Rep68 are produced from un-
spliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, and are important
regulatory proteins that act in trans in all phases of the AAV
life cycle. Specifically, they positively and negatively regulate
AAV gene expression in the presence or absence of helper
virus, respectively, and are required for DNA replication (48).
The smaller Rep proteins, Rep52 and Rep40, produced from
unspliced and spliced transcripts, respectively, are involved in
the accumulation of single-stranded viral DNA used for pack-
aging within AAV capsids. All four Rep proteins possess he-
licase and ATPase activity. In addition, the larger Rep proteins
possess strand- and site-specific endonuclease activity (nicking
at the TRS) and site-specific DNA binding activity (binding at
the RBE).

The right ORF contains the Cap gene, which produces three
viral capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) using the P40 pro-
moter. Alternative splicing of the P40 transcript is used to
produce the three viral proteins from two transcripts. The
unspliced transcript produces VP1 (87 kDa), the biggest of the
capsid proteins. The spliced transcript produces VP2 (72 kDa)
and VP3 (62 kDa). VP2 is produced using a nonconventional
ACG start codon, whereas VP3 is produced using a down-
stream conventional AUG codon. The AAV-2 capsid com-
prises 60 viral capsid proteins arranged into an icosahedral
structure with symmetry equivalent to a triangulation number
of 1. The capsid proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) are present in
a 1:1:10 molar ratio.

AAV Life Cycle

There are two stages to the AAV life cycle (Fig. 2) after
successful infection, a lytic stage and a lysogenic stage. In the
presence of helper virus (adenovirus or herpesvirus), the lytic
stage ensues. During this period, AAV undergoes productive
infection characterized by genome replication, viral gene ex-

pression, and virion production. The adenoviral genes that
provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA.
Herpesvirus aids in AAV gene expression by providing viral
DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early functions
necessary for HSV transcription. Although adenovirus and
herpesvirus provide different sets of genes for helper function,
they both regulate cellular gene expression, providing a per-
missive intracellular milieu for AAV productive infection.

In the absence of adenovirus or herpesvirus, there is limited
AAV replication, viral gene expression is repressed, and the
AAV genome can establish latency by integrating into a 4-kb
region on chromosome 19 (q13.4), termed AAVS1 (36, 37).
The AAVS1 locus is near several muscle-specific genes,
TNNT1 and TNNI3 (16). The AAVS1 region itself is an up-
stream part of a recently described gene, MBS85. The exact
function of this gene is not clear, but its product has been
shown to be involved in actin organization (64). Whether AAV
integration into this site is suitable for human gene therapy
applications remains to be evaluated. Tissue culture experi-
ments suggest that the AAVS1 locus is a safe integration site.

AAV-2 Site-Specific Integration

One of the features of AAV is its ability to specifically
integrate to establish latent infection. Current AAV vectors do
not have this ability, and the development of such a vector
would ensure long-term transgene expression in tissues with-
out problems associated with insertional mutagenesis.

Some of the viral and cellular requirements for targeted
integration have been elucidated. The AAV components that
are required have been identified. These include the ITRs (in
cis), Rep78 or Rep68 (in trans), and a 138-bp sequence termed
the integration efficiency element (IEE), located within the
P5 promoter in cis (49). It is unclear if the entire 138-bp IEE
in P5 is required, since a recent study showed that a 16-bp RBE
in P5 is sufficient (18). Latent infection with wild-type AAV-2

FIG. 1. Map of the wild-type AAV-2 genome. (A) Rep and Cap genes flanked by ITRs. The different Rep and Cap transcripts are produced
from their respective promoters (P5, P19, and P40). The star indicates the alternative ACG codon used to produce VP3. (B) Secondary structure
of an AAV-2 ITR showing the RBEs (RBE, GAGCGAGCGAGCGCGC; RBE!, CTTG) and the TRS (GTTGG).
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most of the provirus was integrated within the same sequence context at a specific region of 
human chromosome 19 (Ch19) (19q13.3-qter). Further, examination of cells with integrated 
rAAV revealed that vectors containing the AAV Rep gene were mostly integrated within 
this specific region of Ch19, while those lacking Rep were integrated elsewhere, 
apparently at random. The Southern blot results were corroborated in studies us- ing PCR 
and fluorescence in situ hybridization (37, 71). Metaphase spreads of IB3 cells revealed that 
AAV sequences associated with Ch19 accounted for up to 94% of the detected wtAAV 
provirus, but none of the rAAV sequences lacking the rep gene. 



The lytic pathway
When a latently infected cell is super-infected with a helper virus, such adenovirus or 
herpes simplex virus, the AAV gene expression program is activated leading to the AAV 
Rep-mediated rescue (i.e., excision) of the provirus DNA from the host cell 
chromosome, followed by replication and packaging of the viral genome. 
The adenoviral genes that provide helper functions regarding AAV gene expression have 
been identified and include E1a, E1b, E2a, E4, and VA RNA. Herpesvirus aids in AAV 
gene expression by providing viral DNA polymerase and helicase as well as the early 
functions necessary for transcription. 

Rep-mediated excision

The induction of the lytic phase of the AAV life cycle from a stably integrated 
provirus can also occur in the absence of a helper virus, though with a lower 
efficiency, when the host cell is subjected to metabolic inhibitors, DNA damaging 
agents/genotoxic compounds 



AAV tropism

AAV2 is probably the most widely used AAV serotype for in vitro and in vivo gene delivery. 
It should be noticed that many other serotypes of AAV have been isolated, and every year 
there are some new serotypes being discovered. 

Among them, AAV1, AAV2, AAV5, as well as AAV7, 8 and 9 etc, have been used for gene 
delivery studies. The question about which of these AAV serotypes is most appropriate or 
the best for a particular study model, remains open. 



AAV serotypes and receptors
AAV vectors are based on the AAV2 serotype

l’AAV3 si lega agli HSPG. Al contrario, AAV1, AAV4, AAV5 e AAV6 interagisco-
no con residui di acido sialico (acido N-acetil neuramminico), variamente legati
all’estremità dei glicani della superficie della cellula. AAV8 interagisce con una
proteina specifica, LamR, che nella cellula esercita funzioni multiple tra cui quel-
la di recettore per la laminina extracellulare.

Ciclo replicativo
Dopo il legame con i recettori di superficie, l’AAV è internalizzato nella cellula
tramite un processo di endocitosi mediata da recettore e si viene quindi a trova-
re all’interno delle vescicole endosomali. Nonostante il virus sia in grado di pene-
trare in svariati tipi cellulari, grazie alla proprietà del suo capside di interagire
con recettori ubiquitari, l’esito dell’infezione dipende strettamente dalle condi-
zioni fisiologiche della cellula che infetta (Fig. 3.21). Se questa è sottoposta ad
uno stress genotossico (ottenuto, ad esempio, trattando le cellule con radiazioni
X, radiazioni γ o agenti chimici in grado di danneggiare il DNA) oppure è infet-
tata con un altro virus (tipicamente, con adenovirus), il DNA virale, una volta

CAPITOLO 3 • Metodologie per il trasferimento genico96

Tabella 3.3. Recettori di alcuni Parvovirus

Parvovirus Recettore

AAV1 Acido sialico (legami α2-3-N e α2-6-N)

AAV2 Proteoglicani contenenti eparan-solfati (HSPG)
Corecettori: integrina αvβ5, FGFR1, HGF-R

AAV3 Proteoglicani contenenti eparan-solfati (HSPG)

AAV4 Acido sialico (legami α2-3-O)

AAV5 Acido sialico (legami α2-3-O e α2-3-N)
Recettore del PDGF (PDGFR)

AAV6 Acido sialico (legami α2-3-N e α2-6-N)

AAV7 Non noto

AAV8 Recettore della laminina (LamR)

AAV9 Non noto (LamR?)

Parvovirus B19 Antigene P dei globuli rossi

CPV (parvovirus canino) Recettore della trasferrina
Acido sialico (acido N-glicolil-neuraminico, NeuGC)

FPV (parvovirus della Recettore della trasferrina
panleucopenia felina)

serotype



The different serotypes of AAV utilize a variety of approaches for cell entry
•The primary attachment site for AAV2 is the ubiquitous heparan sulfate proteoglycan 
•The fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 and integrin αvβ5 have both been implicated as 
coreceptors
•AAV4 and AAV5 use sialic acid

AAV2

AAV-2 gains entry into target cells by using the 
cellular receptor heparan sulfate proteoglycan.

Internalization is enhanced by interactions with 
one or more of at least six known coreceptors
including aVb5 integrins , fibroblast growth factor 
receptor 1, hepatocyte growth factor receptor, 
aVb1 integrin, and laminin.receptor (3).



changing the AAV tropism



The primary attachment receptor for AAV type-2 (AAV2) is heparan sulfate proteoglycan 
(HSPG). This receptor is widely expressed on many cell types, which creates a problem 
when delivering genes that promote cell death, as in anti-cancer gene therapy strategies. 
Conversely, cells that do not express HSPG cannot be transduced by AAV-2 based vectors. 
This can cause problems when gene delivery needs to be cell specific. 
Targeting strategies have focused on either 1) attaching ligands, such as bispecific 
antibodies, to the surface of intact vector particles, or 2) modifying the AAV capsid protein
itself to re-direct viral attachment and infection through an alternate receptor.

Genetic studies have shown that specific sites within the AAV2 capsid proteins can tolerate 
insertion of foreign peptide ligands. The first evidence for HSPG-independent AAV2-
mediated gene delivery was demonstrated by the insertion of a 15-amino acid peptide 
derived from the human luteinizing hormone into the AAV2 VP3 capsid protein (Shi et al., 
2001). This insertion had no effect on the packaging of recombinant AAV2 genome into 
viral particles, yet mediated efficient binding of these particles to cell-surface luteinizing 
hormone receptor (LH-R) and infection of LH-R bearing cell lines

changing the AAV tropism



Chimeric AAV variants
“containing capsid proteins that have been modified by domain or amino acid 

swapping between different serotypes”

Chimeric rAAVs are created either by directed evolution.

The directed evolution approach involves using either error-prone PCR or DNA shuffling to evolve the 
capsid proteins. 
Error-prone PCR utilizes specific conditions to enhance the error rate of the polymerase to generate 
capsid variants with random mutations. 
DNA shuffling uses restriction enzymes to digest the cap genes of selected sero-types. These fragments 
are then allowed to recombine, at random, into full-length capsid genes and then amplification of the 
variants occurs. Either method can be used to create a chimera, followed by a selective screening 
procedure with the preferred cell type in order to isolate mutants expressing the desired 
characteristics. 

The rational capsid engineering uses structural and sequence information to design new chimeric 
viruses by transferring specific capsid residues or domains (such as VRs) from one serotype to another 
to confer a desired phenotype 



Chimeras made by directed evolution 

This chimera was created to have enhanced tropism for liver and resistance to pre-exisSng 
neutralizing anSbodies, and was made using a two-steps approach. 

First, the capsid genes of eight different AAVs (AAV2, AAV4, AAV5, AAV8 and AAV9, and 
animal isolates AAAV, BAAV and CAAV from avian, bovine and caprine species, respecKvely) 
were combined to create a shuffled AAV capsid library. The library was serially screened on 
human hepatoma cells (Huh-7 and HepG2), which naturally have a low permissiveness for 
AAV infecKon. 
Second, the resulKng clones underwent further selecKon in the presence of pooled human 
anKsera (intravenous immunoglobulin), which have a neutralizing effect against many AAV 
serotypes, and then were amplified on the hepatoma cells for several more rounds of 
directed evoluKon. 

Result: the AAV-DJ chimera (Figure 5A), containing capsid VP contribuKons from AAV2, 
AAV8 and AAV9, has enhanced liver tropism in vivo in both naive mice and mice treated 
with intravenous immunoglobulin, an ability to evade known NAbs and can efficiently 
deliver the Factor IX transgene to liver Kssue.



Models of adeno-associated virus chimeras created by directed evolution

Figure 5. Models of adeno-associated virus chimeras created by directed evolution
Exterior (left-hand side) and interior (right-hand side) capsid views of (A) adeno-associated
virus (AAV)-DJ, (B) AAV-HAE1, (C) AAV-HAE2, (D) AAVM41 and (E) AAV-1829.
Capsids are color coded by their contributing serotypes (and in lighter shades if there are
multiple contributions from that serotype).
AAV1: purple; AAV2: blue; AAV3: yellow; AAV4: red; AAV5: gray; AAV6: hot pink;
AAV7: cyan; AAV8: green; AAV9: brown. The viral asymmetric unit is shown in white (as
in Figure 3).
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Exterior (left-hand side) and interior (right-hand side) capsid views of (A) adeno-associated virus (AAV)-DJ, 
(B) AAV-HAE1, (C) AAV-HAE2, (D) AAVM41 and (E) AAV-1829. Capsids are color coded by their contributing 
serotypes (and in lighter shades if there are multiple contributions from that serotype).
AAV1: purple; AAV2: blue; AAV3: yellow; AAV4: red; AAV5: gray; AAV6: hot pink; AAV7: cyan; AAV8: green; 
AAV9: brown. The viral asymmetric unit is shown in white .

The AAV-DJ chimera 
(Figure 5A), containing 
capsid VP contributions 
from AAV2, AAV8 and 
AAV9
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Pioneer Perspective

Adenovirus:
The First Effective In Vivo Gene Delivery Vector

Ronald G. Crystal

Introduction

The adenovirus, an 80–100 nm, nonenveloped, icosa-
hedral capsid, double-stranded DNA virus, is a well-

known cause of respiratory tract infections (Ginsberg, 1984).
Adenovirus infection in humans usually is mild, but in im-
munocompromised individuals, it can be life threatening. The
adenovirus was first isolated from human adenoids in 1953.
There are over 50 known serotypes (Wilson, 1996; Hackett
and Crystal, 2008). In the late 1980s, when we began to think
about strategies of transferring genes in vivo, the adenovirus
was known to be trophic for the respiratory epithelium. The
virus had been sequenced in its entirety, many human sero-
types were known, and the detailed biology of how the virus
replicated and assembled was well described (Ginsberg, 1984;
Russell, 2009). The stage was set, partly by serendipity, to
adapt the adenovirus to be an effective means of transferring
genes in vivo.

History

In 2014, the concept of using a modified virus to transfer
genes in vivo is standard practice, widely used throughout
the biomedical research community. In the late 1980s,
however, when laboratories such as ours started thinking
about delivering genes in vivo, the concept was new, and the
challenge daunting.

We began strategizing how to effectively transfer genes
in vivo as a follow-up to our development of a therapy for a1
antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency, an autosomal recessive disorder
associated with a serum deficiency of AAT and development
of emphysema (Crystal, 1990). After almost a decade of
work, we had developed augmentation, using weekly intra-
venous infusions of human plasma-purified AAT to treat the
deficiency state (Gadek et al., 1980; Wewers et al., 1987).
After that therapy was approved by the FDA, we began
thinking about strategies in which we could use gene therapy
to produce endogenous AAT, circumventing the need for
weekly infusions with the purified protein. At that time, the
most effective gene transfer method into primary cells was
with a Moloney murine leukemia-based retrovirus. We used a
retrovirus construct from E. Gilboa of Memorial Sloan–
Kettering Cancer Center to transfer the normal human AAT
cDNA to mouse fibroblasts (Garver et al., 1987). Although
we were able to generate glycosylated, physiologically

‘‘normal’’ human AAT by the fibroblasts, the amounts pro-
duced were far below that needed to treat AAT deficiency,
thus obviating an ex vivo cell-based strategy to effectively
treat the deficiency state. This observation led us to the
concept that it would be a lot more efficient if we could use a
virus to transfer the human AAT gene directly to the lung
(the site of disease) or liver (the normal site of AAT pro-
duction) in vivo.

Early In Vivo Studies

In 1989, I received a call from Paul Tolstoshev, a former
postdoctoral fellow who was the scientific director of the
Strasbourg-based biotech company, Transgene. He told me of
a collaboration they had initiated with Michel Perricaudet, an
adenovirus virologist at Institute Gustave-Roussy in France, to
develop a replication-deficient adenovirus as a gene delivery
strategy. As a pulmonary physician, I was well aware that the
adenovirus was capable of infecting the lung epithelium and
recognized that this might be an effective means to deliver
genes directly to the lung. Michel graciously offered to train us
in the use of adenoviruses, and I sent David Curiel (then a
postdoctoral fellow in our laboratory) to Michel’s laboratory to
learn the technology so that we could transfer it to our labo-
ratory. David did so, came back with the adenovirus compo-
nents and the 293 cell line to produce the recombinant vectors,
and taught Melissa Rosenfeld (another postdoctoral fellow;
now M. Ashlock) how the adenovirus system worked. By
deleting the E1 genes to prevent replication, and the E3 genes
to make more room for the transgene, the common human
serotype 5 adenovirus could be converted to a vector that had
sufficient room for a promoter and transgene and was repli-
cation deficient (Fig. 1). We quickly established the system in
our laboratory, and in one of those rare eureka moments in any
scientist’s career when you recognize that an observation in
your laboratory may have significant implications, we ob-
served that an E1- E3- adenovirus coding for b-galactosidase
was strikingly effective in transferring genes in vivo (Fig. 2).
This quickly led to a publication in Science, representing the
first demonstration of efficient in vivo transfer of a gene to
experimental animals with high levels of organ-specific ex-
pression. Soon afterward, we demonstrated that an adenovirus
vector could be used to effectively transfer and express the
normal human AAT cDNA to the liver, the natural site of
AAT expression (Jaffe et al., 1992).
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Developing Recombinant AAV (General 
Principle)

AAV ITRs contain all cis-acting elements involved in genome rescue, replication and 
packaging,
AAV ITRs are segregated/separated  from the viral encoding regions,
Rep and Cap gene regions encode trans acting factors

recombinant AAV vector design can follow the whole gene- removal or "gutless”
rationale, as in the adenovirus system 

• cis-acKng viral DNA elements involved in genome amplificaKon and packaging should 
be linked with the transgene of interest, 

• the region(s) encoding the trans-acKng viral factors, rep and cap, involved in genome 
replicaKon and virion assembly may be provided in trans 



Helper functions

The adenovirus helper factors, such as E1A, E1B, E2A, E4ORF6 and VA, can be provided 
by either adenovirus infection or by transfecting a plasmid that provides these 
adenovirus helper factors, into the packaging cells

Given that HEK293 cells, a commonly used AAV production cells, already contains the 
E1A/E1b gene, so the helper factors need to be provided are E2A, E4ORF6 and VA. 



AAV production method 1
Method 1, the helper-free method, is based on the adenovirus-free transient transfection 
of all elements that are required for AAV production in host cells such as HEK293 cells 



AAV production method 2

A second method relies on wild-type adenovirus infection of a cell line that stably 
transfected with the AAV rep/cap genes, as well as with the AAV vector DNA.

This method yields AAV as well as the helper adeno virus particles thus requiring the 
subsequent separation of AAV from the helper virus.

This can be done by CsCl2 gradient or cromatography, which 
separate on the basis of size differences 



production of AAV vectors

trasportato nel nucleo e convertito in DNA a doppio filamento. Diverse copie del
DNA del vettore quindi multimerizzano e rimangono in forma episomale, non
integrata, nel nucleo delle cellule trasdotte.

CAPITOLO 3 • Metodologie per il trasferimento genico100

Fig. 3.22. Produzione dei vettori AAV. Per produrre i vettori AAV, due plasmidi vengono tra-
sfettati in maniera transiente nelle cellule HEK 293. Il primo plasmide corrisponde al vetto-
re AAV stesso, in cui la cassetta del gene terapeutico è fiancheggiata dagli inverted terminal
repeat (ITR), il secondo codifica le proteine Rep e Cap e per le proteine di adenovirus che
forniscono in trans le funzioni helper. Ventiquattro ore dopo la trasfezione, le cellule vengo-
no lisate ed i vettori sono purificati mediante centrifugazione su gradiente di cloruro di cesio

HEK must contain the AV functions 
required for AAV lytic cycle activation



DNA a singolo filamento
4680 bp

rep and cap deletion/transgene insertion

P-rep-cap

+
Trasfettati in 
cellule AD-
infette

Vettore AAV

Plasmide rep-cap

the AAV constructs



method 1
three constructs



pAAV/Ad

Recombianant AAV production

pAAV                       +        p-helper (E2A, E4, VA)

AAV only

AD-mini-helper

Development of plasmid based systems in which transfection of mini-Ad plasmids into 
293 cells (expressing AdE1 proteins) supplies all the helper proteins (E2A, E4, and 
the VA genes) without production of infectious Ad. the AAV rep-cap plasmid should be 
also used.



In the absence of Rep proteins, ITR-flanked transgenes encoded within rAAV can form 
circular concatemers that persist as episomes in the nucleus of transduced cells. As 
the episomal DNA does not integrate into host genomes, it will eventually be diluted 
over time as the cell undergoes repeated rounds of replication. This will eventually 
result in the loss of the transgene and transgene expression, with the rate of 
transgene loss dependent on the turnover rate of the transduced cell. 

AAVvectors based on the serotype 2 capsid have been the most commonly used for 
gene therapy studies and have demonstrated transduction in a large number of cell 
types and experimental model systems. 

The vector can transduce nondividing cell types and has been used in muscle, retina, 
brain, liver, and lungs.



rate limiting steps for transduction 
and scAAV

1) conversion of the single-stranded (ssDNA) genome into the double-stranded DNA; 
2) particle uncoating and/or transport to the nucleus; 
3) dsDNA instability before integration

1) bypassed by the use of self complementary AAV (scAAV) which simply use 
dsDNA vectors

2) control the N pfu per cells (MOI moltiplicity of infection) in order to guarantee 
efficient integration; this may be cell specific

3) some treatments, such as DNA damaging factors or specific inhibitors of host 
cell factors, may enhance tranduction. However, their use in clinical settings is 
not feasible. 

solutions



scAAV vectors
This can be achieved by taking advantage of the tendency to produce dimeric inverted repeat genomes 
during the AAV replicaYon cycle. If these dimers are small enough, they can be packaged as a convenKonal 
AAV genomes.  
Although complementary it is unlikely that the two halves of a scAAV genome are annealed into the virion 
shella. Packaging depends on viral helicase acKvity suggesKng that the DNA is unwound as it enters the 
capsid. 

aMuch of the ssDNA within the parvovirus virion is situated with the bases in contact with amino acid residues of the inner 
capsid shell, and the phosphate backbone sequestered toward the center, which would preclude substantial base pairing



scAAV vectors
dsAAV, can be made simply by reducing the vector construct size to ∼2,500 base pair (bp) 
(2,200 bp unique transgene sequence plus two copies of the 145-bp ITR), such that the 
dimeric inverted repeat will be no larger than the normal AAV packaging capacity (∼4,700 
nucleotides). 
In this case, the vector product is a mixture, containing virions with self-complementary 
genomes and virions that have packaged either one or two, monomeric ssDNA molecules. 
The proportion of dimeric to monomeric genomes varies widely between preps, from ∼5 to 
>50% dimer.
In a study in which scAAV vector was made by this method, and contained only 3% dimeric 
genomes, a 600-fold increase in therapeutic efficacy over ssAAV vector was reported 1. 

1) Koeberl, DD, Pinto, C, Sun, B, Li, S, Kozink, DM, Benjamin, DK Jr. 
et al. (2008). AAV vector-mediated reversal of hypoglycemia in 
canine and murine glycogen storage disease type Ia. Mol Ther 16: 
665–672.

Exactly how AAV enters the nucleus after escaping the
endosome is not known and is currently an active area of
research. Although AAV is theoretically small enough to
enter the nucleus via the nuclear pore complex, an early
study suggested that AAV entry may be nuclear pore com-
plex independent (29).

AAV AS A GENE THERAPY VECTOR

There are several considerations for any viral vector. These
include the ability to attach to and enter the target cell, suc-
cessful transfer to the nucleus, the ability to be expressed in the
nucleus for a sustained period of time, and a general lack of
toxicity. AAV vectors have been highly successful in fulfilling
all of these criteria. Moreover, a variety of modifications have
served to enhance their utility. Several considerations have
guided the development of current AAV vectors, especially the
lack of pathogenicity of the wild-type virus and its persistence.

The small size of the AAV genome and concerns about
potential effects of Rep on the expression of cellular genes led
to the construction of AAV vectors that do not encode Rep
and that lack the cis-active IEE, which is required for frequent
site-specific integration. The ITRs are kept because they are
the cis signals required for packaging. Thus, current recombi-
nant AAV (rAAV) vectors persist primarily as extrachromo-
somal elements (1, 59).

rAAV vectors for gene therapy have been based mostly on
AAV-2. AAV-2-based rAAV vectors can transduce muscle,
liver, brain, retina, and lungs, requiring several weeks for op-
timal expression. The efficiency of rAAV transduction is de-
pendent on the efficiency at each step of AAV infection: bind-
ing, entry, viral trafficking, nuclear entry, uncoating, and
second-strand synthesis. Inefficient AAV trafficking (30) and
second-strand synthesis (19) have been identified as being rate-
limiting factors in AAV gene expression. Interestingly, the
binding of cellular protein FKBP52 to the AAV ITR inhibits
second-strand synthesis, and this inhibition is dependent on the

phosphorylation state of FKBP52 (51, 52, 80). Moreover, epi-
dermal growth factor receptor kinase signaling has been im-
plicated in regulating both AAV trafficking and second-strand
synthesis (80).

Several novel AAV vector technologies have been devel-
oped to either increase the genome capacity for AAV or en-
hance gene expression (Fig. 3). The idea of trans-splicing AAV
vectors has been used to increase AAV vector capacity (74).
This system takes advantage of AAV’s ability to form head-to-
tail concatemers via recombination in the ITRs. In this ap-
proach, the transgene cassette is split between two rAAV vec-
tors containing adequately placed splice donor and acceptor
sites. Transcription from recombined AAV molecules, fol-
lowed by the correct splicing of the mRNA transcript, results in
a functional gene product. This application becomes useful for
using AAV to deliver therapeutic genes up to 9 kb in size. trans
splicing has been successfully used for gene expression in the
retina (55), the lung (39), and, more recently, muscle (25).
trans-Splicing vectors are less efficient than rAAV vectors.

The design and use of self-complementary AAV (scAAV)
vectors to bypass the limiting aspects of second-strand synthe-
sis have been described (44). The rationale underlying the
scAAV vector is to shorten the lag time before transgene
expression and potentially to increase the biological efficiency
of the vector. scAAV vectors can fold upon themselves, imme-
diately forming transcriptionally competent double-stranded
DNA. One consequence of the use of scAAV is that the max-
imal size of the transgene is reduced by !50% (2.4-kb capac-
ity), but up to 3.3 kb of DNA can be encapsidated (71). Rapid
transduction has been observed using scAAV in both tissue
culture and in vivo experiments.

Many clinically relevant tissues are not susceptible to infec-
tion by AAV-2. Greater gene expression was seen in muscle,
retina, liver, and heart using AAV serotypes 1, 5, 8, and 9,
respectively. The cell surface receptors have been identified for
only some of the many AAV serotypes: AAV-3 (heparan sul-

FIG. 3. (Left) trans-Splicing approach. The head-to-tail formation of two different AAV vector results in functional product after splicing.
(Right) Comparison of scAAV and rAAV vectors.
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Construction and characterization of ssAAV and dsAAV vector 

Results

Efficient packaging of dsAAV after mutation of one ITR
A ssAAV DNA genome is flanked by two ITRs of 145
bases (Figure 1a and b). The 30 ITR serves as a replication
origin and a packaging signal.17 AAV replication inter-
mediates include head-to-head and tail-to-tail dimer
DNA molecules. The dimers are cleaved by AAV Rep
proteins at the junction ITR to yield monomers. Each
monomer is then packaged into an AAV particle as
ssDNA (Figure 1b, left panel). However, if one of the
ITRs (for example, the left ITR) is deleted of D-sequence
(the packaging signal) together with the adjacent
terminal resolution site (trs) (Figure 1a and b, right
panel), then the dimers fail to be resolved into mono-
mers. Nonetheless, each dimer can still be packaged via
the remaining wild-type ITR into AAV particles in the
form of a large hairpin DNA, hence a ds genome (Figure
1b, right panel).

To generate AAV vectors that predominantly package
the ds hairpin-like dimer DNA, we have deleted the D-
sequence and the trs of the left ITR on the AAV vector
while keeping the right ITR intact (Figure 1a; see section
Materials and methods). Furthermore, the entire AAV
vector genome was made smaller than 2.5 kb so that a
dimer molecule can be packaged without exceeding the
viral packaging limit of 5 kb. Using the enhanced green
fluorescent protein (GFP) as the reporter gene, we have
produced both ssAAVand dsAAV vectors based on AAV

serotype 2 (Figure 1a) and obtained very similar titers as
determined by DNA dot blot method (data not shown),
indicating that the deletion of D-sequence on one ITR did
not affect the efficiency of viral replication and packa-
ging. The dsAAV particles were readily purified by
a single-step heparin affinity column chromatography
without the need for the tedious density-gradient
ultracentrifugation.18 By contrast, the centrifugation step
was a requirement for the purification of the early
version dsAAV, because it was a minor product among
the ssAAV monomers.15,16 By deleting the D-sequence
and the trs on the left ITR, we have prevented the
monomer formation and made the head-to-head dimers
as the predominant product. Analysis of the purified
vector DNA by neutral agarose gel electrophoresis
confirmed that the dsAAV DNA was a ds hairpin of
2.2 kilo-base pair, while the conventional ssAAV DNA
migrated faster in the gel as a ss molecule of 4.5 kilo-
nucleotides (kilo-nt) next to the 2 kb dsDNA marker
(Figure 1c, left). As expected, the dsAAV hairpin in the
alkaline agarose gel was denatured into a 4.4 kilo-nt
linear ssDNA, and migrated faster than the 4.5 kilo-nt
conventional ssAAV DNA (Figure 1c, right). No detect-
able linear ss monomers of 2.2 kilo-nt were present in the
alkaline gel, indicating that the dsAAV particles pre-
dominantly packaged the dimer hairpin DNA.

Dramatic improvement of transduction by dsAAV
vector in vitro
To examine if the dsAAV vectors can transduce more
effectively than the ssAAV vectors in vitro, we have
compared these vectors in more than 20 cell lines of
human, monkey and rodent origins. In the commonly
used 293, HeLa and COS-7, the dsAAV-CMV-GFP vector
yielded 10–20% green fluorescent cells 1 day after
infection at a dose of 500 v.g. (viral genome)/cell without
the coinfection of adenovirus. The control ssAAV-CMV-
GFP vector yielded less than 1% green fluorescent cells
under the same condition. On day 3 after infection, the
dsAAV turned 80–100% of the cells green with intense
fluorescence, while the ssAAV had approximately 10% of
the cells green with dim fluorescence (data not shown).
Because the above cell lines are highly permissive for
ssAAV vectors, we further examined a number of cell
lines that have been shown as very difficult to be
transduced by ssAAV, for example, the B16 melanoma,
3LL Lewis lung carcinoma and NIH3T3 fibroblast.19,20

Our results showed that the dsAAV could effectively
transduce the above cells and yield overwhelmingly
more green cells than the ssAAV did (Figure 2a).
Furthermore, a dsAAV vector carrying the gene of a
secretable protein (angiostatin) also showed much faster
transduction than the ssAAV counterpart (Figure 2b). In
all the cell lines tested thus far, we have consistently
observed superior transduction by dsAAV over ssAAV.

Accelerated and long-term transduction by dsAAV
vector in vivo
It has been well documented that the ssAAV vectors can
efficiently transduce muscle tissues but at a slow pace.
We therefore compared the time course and efficiency of
dsAAV versus ssAAV in mouse leg tibialis anterior (TA)
muscle by intramuscular injection of 1! 1011 v.g. of either
the ds or the ss GFP reporter vectors. Our results showed

Figure 1 Construction and characterization of ssAAV and dsAAV vectors.
(a) AAV vector construction. The conventional ssAAV-CMV-GFP vector
(4.5 kb) had two wild-type ITRs flanking the GFP and Neor gene
expression cassettes. The dsAAV-CMV-GFP had deleted the D-sequence
and the terminal resolution site (trs) in the left ITR, while its right ITR
remained intact in the wild-type form. The Neor gene was also removed to
decrease the size of the entire vector cassette to 2.2 kb. (b) Diagrams of
ssAAV and dsAAV viral DNA structures in the viral particles and in the
host cells after infection. No conversion of ss- to dsDNA is required for the
dsAAV after infection. (c) Characterization of ss- and dsAAV viral DNA
from purified viral particles. For the analysis on neutral agarose gel
(0.8%), the viral DNA dissolved in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM

EDTA, pH 7.5) was boiled for 5 min and quickly chilled on ice before
loading. The standard DNA marker (M) was loaded without boiling and
therefore still in the ds form. Note that the dsAAV DNA hairpin quickly
snapped back into the 2.2 kb dsDNA, while the ssAAV DNA (4.5 kilo-
nucleotides) remained in ss form and migrated aberrantly next to the 2 kb
dsDNA marker. For the analysis on alkaline denaturing agarose gel
(0.8%), the viral DNA or the DNA marker (M) was dissolved in 100 mM

NaOH, 1 mM EDTA for denaturation. Note that the dsAAV DNA was
denatured into a 4.4 kilo-nt ssDNA while the ssAAV DNA remained as a
4.5 kilo-nt ssDNA. Both DNAs migrated with expected molecular weight
next to the denatured DNA marker (M).

Double-stranded AAV vector transduction
Z Wang et al
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The dsAAV-CMV-GFP had deleted the D-
sequence and the terminal resolution site 
(trs) in the left ITR, while its right ITR 
remained intact in the wild-type form.

ssAAV-CMV-GFP vector (4.5kb) had 
two wild-type ITRs flanking the GFP 
and Neor gene expression cassettes. 

Diagrams of ssAAV and dsAAV viral DNA structures in the 
viral parKcles and in the host cells ater infecKon. No 
conversion of ss- to dsDNA is required for the dsAAV ater 
infecKon.



Comparison of transduction 
efficiencies by dsAAV and ssAAV 

vectors 

that the dsAAV vectors achieved accelerated and more
robust transgene expression than the ssAAV vectors. By 1
week after vector delivery, strong GFP expression was
already observed in dsAAV-injected muscle, but only a
background level of GFP expression was detectable in
ssAAV-injected muscle (Figure 3a, panel A versus f). By 2
weeks, GFP expression in dsAAV-treated muscle was at
least 50 times stronger than the ssAAV-treated muscle as
judged by the intensity of the fluorescence. The photo-
graphs of dsAAV-treated muscle under a 2-s exposure
time showed much stronger green fluorescence intensity
than a 30-s exposure of the ssAAV-treated muscle (Figure
3a, panel B versus g). The transgene expression of dsAAV
reached a plateau by 6 weeks (Figure 3a, panel C) and
maintained the high level for the 6 months duration of
the experiment (Figure 3a, panel D), whereas the
transgene expression of ssAAV increased slowly by 6
weeks and continued to 6 months (Figure 3a, panels
H and I). The GFP expression after dsAAV treatment was
so intense that the muscle turned green and could be
observed without the need of a microscope (Figure 3a,
panels E and J). Throughout the entire 6-month time
course, the dsAAV gene expression was at a minimum of
15 times stronger than that of the ssAAV. (The photo-
graphic exposure time of ssAAV-treated muscles in
Figure 3a was 15 times as long as the dsAAV-treated
muscles. However, the dsAAV-treated muscles still
showed stronger fluorescence than the ssAAV-treated
ones.)

We next compared the time course and efficiency of
dsAAV- versus ssAAV-mediated transgene expression in
the liver. It has been reported that ssAAV transduction
is slow and restricted to a small fraction (o10%) of the

hepatocytes even with high vector doses.4,21 We admi-
nistered dsAAV or ssAAV GFP vectors intravenously at
a dose of 2! 1011 v.g. per mouse. By 3 days after vector
injection, dsAAV-treated liver showed 2–5% of the
hepatocytes expressing GFP. The GFP-positive hepato-
cytes increased to more than 10% in the liver by 1 week
and to more than 50% by 2 weeks (Figure 3b, panels
A–C). Up to 90% of the hepatocytes became GFP positive
and roughly one-third of those cells had very intense
GFP expression by 2 months (Figure 3b, panel D) after
dsAAV vector injection and maintained the high levels to
the end of the 6 months duration of the experiment
(panel E). In contrast, the ssAAV-treated liver had no
detectable GFP expression until 2 weeks after vector
injection (Figure 3b, panels F–H). The GFP expression
increased slightly by 2 months and continued to increase
up to 6 months; nevertheless, no more than 2% of the
total hepatocytes became transduced. In comparison, the
livers treated with dsAAV displayed more green
hepatocytes in 3 days than the livers treated with ssAAV
in 2 weeks (Figure 3b, panel A versus H), and displayed
similar numbers of green cells as the livers treated with
ssAAV for 2 months (Figure 3b, panel A versus I). These
results strongly demonstrate that dsAAV can achieve

Figure 3 Superior in vivo transduction by dsAAV vectors in the muscle
and liver. (a) Comparison of transduction efficiencies by dsAAV and
ssAAV vectors in mouse tibialis interior (TA) muscle. Tissues were
collected at 1 week, 2 weeks, 6 weeks and 6 months after injection of
1! 1011 v.g. of dsAAV-CMV-GFP or ssAAV-CMV-GFP. Photographs
of muscle cryo thin sections (8 mm) were taken with indicated exposure
time (2 or 30 s) with a Nikon TE-300 inverted fluorescent microscope
equipped with a Spot CCD digital camera. Photos of whole muscle tissues
were also taken at 6 weeks after vector injection (panels E and J). Note the
green color of the TA muscle (panel E) as a result of robust GFP gene
expression from the dsAAV-CMV-GFP vector, whereas the opposite leg
injected with the ssAAV vector had no noticeable green color on the TA
muscle. (b) Comparison of transduction efficiencies by dsAAV and ssAAV
vectors in mouse liver. Liver tissues were collected at 3 days, 1 week, 2
weeks, 2 months and 6 months after i.v. injection of 2! 1011 v.g of dsAAV-
CB-GFP or ssAAV-CB-GFP per mouse. Photographs of liver cryo thin
sections (8 mm) were taken with an exposure time of 5 s with the Nikon
TE-300 microscope and the Spot CCD digital camera.

Figure 2 Superior in vitro transduction by dsAAV vectors. (a)
Comparison of transduction efficiencies by dsAAV and ssAAV vectors in
poorly permissive cell lines. B16 F10, NIH3T3 and 3LL cells were infected
with dsAAV-CMV-GFP or ssAAV-CMV-GFP vectors at 10 000 v.g./cell.
Photos were taken 3 days after infection. (b) Secretion of angiostatin into
the culture media from 293 cells after infection with dsAAV-CMV-
angiostatin or ssAAV-CMV-angiostatin vectors at a dose of 500 v.g/cell.
Lane 1 was the culture medium from uninfected 293 cells as a negative
control. The relative levels of angiostatin secretion by dsAAV and ssAAV
vector-transduced 293 cells at different time points were quantitated by
densitometry, and presented as relative numbers, where the lowest level
(lane 3) was arbitrarily defined as 1! .
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at a dose of 500 v.g/cell.
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In the absence of Rep proteins, ITR-flanked transgenes encoded within rAAV can form 
circular concatemers that persist as episomes in the nucleus of transduced cells. As 
the episomal DNA does not integrate into host genomes, it will eventually be diluted 
over time as the cell undergoes repeated rounds of replication. This will eventually 
result in the loss of the transgene and transgene expression, with the rate of 
transgene loss dependent on the turnover rate of the transduced cell. 

AAVvectors based on the serotype 2 capsid have been the most commonly used for 
gene therapy studies and have demonstrated transduction in a large number of cell 
types and experimental model systems. 

The vector can transduce nondividing cell types and has been used in muscle, retina, 
brain, liver, and lungs.

AAV vectors

(elongation factor 1a), SV40 (simian virus 40), chicken b-
actin and CAG (CMV, chicken b-actin, rabbit b-globin)
[15]. All of these promoters provide constitutively active,

high-level gene expression in most cell types. Some of

these promoters are subject to silencing in certain cell
types, therefore this consideration needs to be evaluated for

each application [16]. For example, the CMV promoter has

been shown to be silenced in the central nervous system
(CNS) [16]. It has been observed that the chicken b-actin
and CAG promoters are the strongest of these constitutive

promoters in most cell types; however, the CAG promoter
is significantly larger than the others (1.7 kb vs. 800 bp for

CMV), a consideration to take into account when pack-

aging larger gene inserts [15].
Although many therapeutic strategies involve systemic

delivery, it is often desirable to have cell- or tissue-specific

expression. Likewise, for local delivery strategies, undesired
systemic leakage of the AAV particle can result in trans-

duction and expression of the gene of interest in unwanted

cells or tissues. The muscle creatine kinase and desmin
promoters have been used to achieve high levels of

expression, specifically in skeletal muscle, whereas the a-
myosin heavy chain promoter can significantly restrict
expression to cardiac muscle [15, 17]. Likewise, the neuron-

specific enolase promoter can attain high levels of neuron-

specific expression [18, 19]. Often is the case, systemic
delivery of AAV results in a significant accumulation in the

liver. While this may be desirable for some applications,

AAV can also efficiently transduce other cells and tissues
types. Thus, in order to restrict expression to only the liver, a

common approach is to use the a1-antitrypsin promoter

[20, 21]. Finally, there are now technologies that have the
ability to generate novel, tissue-specific promoters, based on

DNA regulatory element libraries [22].

Over the course of the past 10–15 years, much work has
been done to understand the correlation between codon

usage and protein expression levels. Although bacterial

expression systems seem to be most affected by codon
choice, there are now many examples of the effects of

codon engineering on mammalian expression [23]. Many

groups have developed their own codon optimization
strategies, and there are many free services that can simi-

larly provide support for codon choice. Codon usage has

also been shown to contribute to tissue-specific expression,
and play a role in the innate immune response to foreign

DNA [24, 25]. With regard to the gene of interest, codon

engineering to support maximal, tissue-specific expression
should be performed.

Additionally, terminator/polyadenylation signal choices,

the inclusion of post-transcriptional regulator elements and
messenger RNA (mRNA) stability elements, and the

presence of microRNA (miRNA) target sequence in the

gene cassette can all have effects on gene expression [26].
The human factor IX 30 UTR, for example, was shown to

dramatically increase factor IX expression in vivo, espe-
cially in the context of additional cis regulatory elements

[27]. Likewise, synthetic miRNA target sequences have

been engineered into the 30 UTR of AAV-delivered genes
to make them susceptible to miRNA-122-driven suppres-

sion in the liver [28]. Although there is much known about

these individual components that needs to be considered
when designing an AAV vector, the final design will most

likely need to be determined empirically. It is not yet

possible to know how a particular design will function by
just combining the best elements together based on pub-

lished reports, therefore considerable trial and error will

eventually be required for deciding on the final construct.
In addition, one also needs to consider the differences

between in vitro and in vivo activity. Although it is pos-

sible to model rAAV expression in rodents, there is still
significant concern about the translatability to humans.

3 AAV Capsid Selection and Optimization

AAV has evolved to enter cells through initial interactions
with carbohydrates present on the surface of target cells,

typically sialic acid, galactose and heparin sulfate [29, 30].

Subtle differences in sugar-binding preferences, encoded in
capsid sequence differences, can influence cell-type trans-

duction preferences of the various AAV variants [31–33].

For example, AAV9 has a preference for primary cell
binding through galactose as a result of unique amino acid

differences in its capsid sequence [34]. It has been postu-

lated that this preferential galactose binding could confer
AAV9 with the unique ability to cross the blood–brain

barrier (BBB) and infect cells of the CNS, including pri-

mary neurons [35, 36].
In addition to the primary carbohydrate interactions,

secondary receptors have been identified that also play a role

in viral transduction and contribute to cell and tissue
selectivity of viral variants. AAV2 uses the fibroblast/hep-

atocyte growth factor receptor and the integrins aVb5 and

a5b1; AAV6 utilizes the epidermal growth factor receptor;
and AAV5 utilizes the platelet-derived growth factor

receptor. Recently, an uncharacterized type I membrane

protein, AAVR (KIAA0319L), was identified as a critical
receptor for AAV cell binding and internalization [37].

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the basic components of a gene
insert packaged inside recombinant AAV gene transfer vector. AAV
adeno-associated virus, ITR inverted terminal repeat
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How to chose the best AAV?
The choice of a parKcular AAV to use as a gene transfer vector is heavily reliant on 
several criKcally important criteria: 
(1) which cell/Kssue types are being targeted; 
(2) the safety profile associated with the deliv- ered gene; 
(3) the choice of systemic versus local delivery; 
(4) the use of Kssue-specific or consKtuKvely acKve promoters. 

As a result of these subtle variations in primary and

secondary receptor interactions for the various AAV vari-
ants, one can choose a variant that possesses a particular

tropism and preferentially infects one cell or tissue type

over others (Table 1). For example, AAV8 has been shown
to effectively transduce and deliver genes to the liver of

rodents and non-human primates, and is currently being

explored in clinical trials to deliver genes for hemoglobi-
nopathies and other diseases [38]. Likewise, AAV1 and

AAV9 have been shown to be very effective at delivering
genes to skeletal and cardiac muscle in various animal

models [39– 46]. Engineered AAV1 is currently being

explored as the gene transfer factor in clinical trials for
heart failure, and has been approved for the treatment of

lipoprotein lipase deficiency [47]. However, although dif-

ferent AAV vectors have been identified that preferentially
transduce many different cell types, there are still cell types

for which AAV has proven difficult to transduce.

With the strong desire to utilize AAV to deliver genes to
very selective cell and tissue types, efforts to clone novel

AAV variants from human and primate tissues have iden-

tified a number of unique capsid sequences that are now
being studied for tropism specificities [48]. In addition,

recombinant techniques involving capsid shuffling, direc-

ted evolution, and random peptide library insertions are
being utilized to derive variants of known AAVs with

unique attributes [49– 51]. In vivo-directed evolution has

been successfully used to identify novel AAV variants that
preferentially transduce the retinal cells of the eye, as well

as other cell populations, including those in the CNS

[50, 52, 53]. In addition, these techniques have been
employed to identify novel AAV variants with reduced

sensitivities to neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) [54– 57].

Alternatively, other investigators have inserted larger
binding proteins into different regions of AAV capsid

proteins to confer selectivity. For example, DARPins (de-

signed ankyrin repeat proteins), portions of protein A, and
cytokines, have all been engineered into the capsid of AAV

for the purpose of greater cell specificity and targeting

[58, 59]. Employing this concept, others have been able to

selectively target AAV to tumors and CD4? T cells, as

examples of engineered tropism [60, 61].
As we continue to learn more about the biology of AAV

with regard to the mechanisms involved in membrane

translocation, endosomal escape, and nuclear entry, we will
undoubtedly find opportunities to engineer unique proper-

ties into viral vectors through modulating one or more of

these functions. For example, it has been hypothesized that
surface-exposed serine and tyrosine residues could be

phosphorylated upon viral cell entry, resulting in their
ubiquitination and proteolytic degradation [62– 64]. Studies

have shown that mutation of tyrosine to phenylalanine,

which prevents this phosphorylation, results in dramati-
cally improved transduction efficiencies [63]. Similar

efforts have been made in attempts to limit the effects of

NAbs, as discussed below.
The choice of a particular AAV to use as a gene

transfer vector is heavily reliant on several critically

important criteria: (1) which cell/tissue types are being
targeted; (2) the safety profile associated with the deliv-

ered gene; (3) the choice of systemic versus local deliv-

ery; and (4) the use of tissue-specific or constitutively
active promoters. As one gives careful consideration to

these selection criteria, it is possible to narrow the choices

of which AAVs (natural or engineered) to profile. Alter-
natively, one can begin the path of exploring fully engi-

neered versions of AAV for truly selective cell targeting

and optimized transduction. Because our understanding of
AAV biology is in relative infancy, many of these efforts

will remain empirical for quite some time as optimization

for one activity could have a negative impact on another.
Nonetheless, the future looks promising for this highly

adaptable platform.

4 AAV Immunogenicity

One of the appealing aspects of using rAAV as a gene

transfer vector is that it is composed of biomolecules, i.e.

proteins and nucleic acids. Fortunately, a full-package

Table 1 Selected AAV
vectors, known receptors, and
known tropisms

AAV variant Tissue tropism Receptors References

1 N/Sk SA [122– 125]

2 Broad HS, FGFR/HGFR, LR, a5b1 [126– 130]

5 N, RPE, PR SA, PDGFR [123, 131– 134]

6 Sk, Lg SA, HS, EGFR [48, 122, 135– 137]

8 Lv, Sk, H, P LR [128, 138– 144]

9 Lv, Sk, Lg G, LR [128, 140, 145]

AAV adeno-associated virus, EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor, FGFR fibroblast growth factor
receptor, G galactose, H heart, HGFR hepatocyte growth factor receptor, HS heparan sulfate, Lg lung, LR
laminin receptor, Lv liver, N neuronal, P pancreas, PDGFR platelet-derived growth factor receptor, PR
photoreceptors, RPE retinal pigmented epithelia, SA sialic acid, Sk skeletal muscle
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immunogenicity

In general, AAV has been shown to be less immunogenic than other viruses (i.e. 
adenovirus).
• However, the capsid proteins, as well as the nucleic acid sequence delivered, can 

trigger the various components of our immune system. 
• Additionally, most people have already developed an immune response against

the particular variants to which they had previously been exposed, resulting in a 
pre-existing adaptive response. This can include NAbs and T cells that could
diminish the clinical efficacy of subsequent re-infections with AAV and/or the 
elimination of cells that have been transduced. 



Large scale prepration and characterization

5 Manufacturing for Clinical Use

Like most biotherapeutics, AAV needs to be produced in a
living system (Fig. 2). The parallels with recombinant

antibody production during the 1990s and 2000s, with

regard to the upstream challenges of robust production
levels, are important to understand where the industry

currently is, and where we need to strive to be.

5.1 Transient Transfection Platforms

Current methods to produce rAAV are still expensive
despite years of research (Table 2). The most widely used

platform for producing rAAV involves transfecting HEK293

cells with either two or three plasmids; one encoding the
gene of interest, one carrying the AAV rep/cap genes, and

another containing helper genes provided by either adeno or

herpes viruses [6]. While most robust production rates have
been achieved with adherent cells in either roller bottles or

cell stacks, similar rates are now achievable in suspension-

adapted HEK293 cells (Table 2). Production rates of
approximately 105 genome copies (GC)/cell are now com-

mon, resulting in 1014 GC/L [81]. While this has proven to
be sufficient to support early clinical trials, and could supply

marketed product for small patient population indications,

the deficiencies in scalability with this platform are a sig-

nificant limitation [82, 83]. As one could surmise, success-
fully delivering three plasmids to one cell is a relatively

inefficient process. For larger-scale manufacturing efforts,

transient delivery of plasmid requires excess quantities of
DNA, adding to the overall cost of production and purifi-

cation. Moreover, transient delivery of rep/cap genes in the

presence of helper genes can also contribute to product
heterogeneity, including AAV vectors lacking a transgene.

These ‘empty capsids’ represent a significant proportion of
virus produced in transient transfection assays. Thus, it is

critically important to develop robust analytical quality

control (QC) methods that are able to distinguish between
these viral variants in order to ensure similarities between

production lots [82, 83].

5.2 Producer Mammalian Cell Lines

In three other AAV manufacturing platforms, one or more
genetic components for the AAV manufacturing has been

integrated into the genome of mammalian or insect pro-

duction cell lines. While most viral helper genes needed for
AAV production cannot be stably transfected, the adenoviral

E1a and E1b genes are exceptions. These genes have been

used to transform HEK293 cells, however they induce

Fig. 2 Overview of AAV production/purification. Cell platform:
HEK-293T, Sf9, or other suitable cell system can be grown on a small
scale on 150 mm tissue culture-treated culture dish, hyperflasks, or
shake flasks. Cells are then transfected with adenovirus helper virus,
rep/cap, and ITR-transgene plasmids for 293T, or infected with
baculovirus for Sf9. Producer lines with integrated expression of
rep/cap and ITR-transgene can be infected with adenovirus and grown
to scale. Scale-up: For larger-scale culture volumes, virus can be
produced in roller bottles, continuous perfusion, or WAVE Bioreactor
systems. Purification/polishing: Affinity or heparin chromatography
are optimal for isolation of virus from culture supernatants with or
without cell pellet harvesting. Benzonase/DNAse treatment of eluted
virus is required for removal of extraviral DNA contamination,
followed by anion-exchange chromatography to fractionate ‘empty’
vs. ‘full’ AAV particles. QC/release: Upper left of far right panel:

image depicts a silver stain analysis of culture FT next to affinity/
anion exchange purified AAV (pure). The three bands represent the
viral capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. Upper right of far right
panel: Dynamic light scattering analysis of purified AAV1 indicates a
uniform particle distribution of approximately 25–30 nM. Bottom half
of far right panel: Analytical ultracentrifugation can resolve the
proportion of ‘empty’ vs, ‘full’ particles of purified material.
Additional assays that should be employed are digital drop poly-
merase chain reaction for determining titer in GC/mL, cryo or
transmission electron microscopy for visual representation of purified
particles, endotoxin testing, and other assays to evaluate the presence
of residual host-cell protein contamination. AAV adeno-associated
virus, FT flow-through, GC genome copies, rep/cap replication/cap-
sid, QC quality control
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heterogeneity, including AAV vectors lacking a transgene.
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these viral variants in order to ensure similarities between

production lots [82, 83].
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duction cell lines. While most viral helper genes needed for
AAV production cannot be stably transfected, the adenoviral

E1a and E1b genes are exceptions. These genes have been

used to transform HEK293 cells, however they induce

Fig. 2 Overview of AAV production/purification. Cell platform:
HEK-293T, Sf9, or other suitable cell system can be grown on a small
scale on 150 mm tissue culture-treated culture dish, hyperflasks, or
shake flasks. Cells are then transfected with adenovirus helper virus,
rep/cap, and ITR-transgene plasmids for 293T, or infected with
baculovirus for Sf9. Producer lines with integrated expression of
rep/cap and ITR-transgene can be infected with adenovirus and grown
to scale. Scale-up: For larger-scale culture volumes, virus can be
produced in roller bottles, continuous perfusion, or WAVE Bioreactor
systems. Purification/polishing: Affinity or heparin chromatography
are optimal for isolation of virus from culture supernatants with or
without cell pellet harvesting. Benzonase/DNAse treatment of eluted
virus is required for removal of extraviral DNA contamination,
followed by anion-exchange chromatography to fractionate ‘empty’
vs. ‘full’ AAV particles. QC/release: Upper left of far right panel:

image depicts a silver stain analysis of culture FT next to affinity/
anion exchange purified AAV (pure). The three bands represent the
viral capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. Upper right of far right
panel: Dynamic light scattering analysis of purified AAV1 indicates a
uniform particle distribution of approximately 25–30 nM. Bottom half
of far right panel: Analytical ultracentrifugation can resolve the
proportion of ‘empty’ vs, ‘full’ particles of purified material.
Additional assays that should be employed are digital drop poly-
merase chain reaction for determining titer in GC/mL, cryo or
transmission electron microscopy for visual representation of purified
particles, endotoxin testing, and other assays to evaluate the presence
of residual host-cell protein contamination. AAV adeno-associated
virus, FT flow-through, GC genome copies, rep/cap replication/cap-
sid, QC quality control
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Cell platform: HEK-293T, Sf9, or other suitable cell system can 
be grown on a small scale on 150 mm tissue culture-treated 
culture dish, hyperflasks, or shake flasks. Cells are then 
transfected with adenovirus helper virus, rep/cap, and ITR-
transgene plasmids for 293T. Producer lines with integrated 
expression of rep/cap and ITR-transgene can be infected with 
adenovirus and grown to scale. 

Scale-up: For larger-scale culture volumes, virus can be produced 
in roller bottles, continuous perfusion, or WAVE Bioreactor 
systems. 
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anion exchange purified AAV (pure). The three bands represent the
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panel: Dynamic light scattering analysis of purified AAV1 indicates a
uniform particle distribution of approximately 25–30 nM. Bottom half
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Left, silver stain analysis of culture flow through (FT) next to affinity/ 
anion exchange purified AAV (pure). The three bands represent the viral 
capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3. 
Right, Dynamic light scattering analysis of purified AAV1 indicates a 
uniform particle distribution of approximately 25–30 nM. 

Analytical ultracentrifugation can resolve the proportion of ‘empty’ vs, 
‘full’ particles of purified material. 
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PurificaKon/polishing: Affinity or heparin chromatography are opKmal 
for isolaKon of virus from culture supernatants with or without cell 
pellet harvesKng. Benzonase/DNAse treatment of eluted virus is 
required for removal of extraviral DNA contaminaKon, followed by 
anion-exchange chromatography to fracKonate ‘empty’ vs. ‘full’ AAV 
parKcles. 

Additional assays include: PCR for determining titer in GC/mL, cryo or
transmission electron microscopy for visual representation of purified particles,
endotoxin testing, and other assays to evaluate the presence of residual host-cell
protein contamination. AAV adeno-associated virus, FT flow-through, GC genome
copies, rep/cap replication/cap- sid, QC quality control

QC, quality control



expression of the AAV rep gene, which is toxic to mam-

malian and insect cells [84, 85]. Hence, two different

approaches have been used to develop mammalian cell lines.
The first uses co-infection of BHK cells with two replica-

tion-defective HSVs engineered to encode the ITR-flanked

transgene and the rep/cap genes. The second is based on
stable producer cell lines in HeLa cells carrying the ITR-

flanked transgene and the rep/cap genes. Rep proteins are
not expressed in these cells since HeLa carries no adenoviral

genes. However, infection with wild-type adenovirus is

required for AAV production. The inclusion of replication-
competent viral agents into a production process is a concern

that needs to be addressed and also requires additional steps

during the downstream processing [82, 83].

5.3 Producer Insect Cell Lines

More recently, the Sf9 insect cell system in combination

with baculovirus infection has been utilized to produce

bulk quantities of rAAV. In this system, two or three

baculovirus particles may be used to infect the Sf9 cells

and initiate AAV production. In one example, one virus
contains the rep gene, a second contains the cap gene, and

the final virus carries the ITR-flanked gene of interest. In

an alternative system, the Sf9 cells can be engineered to
have the ITR-flanked gene of interest integrated into their

genome, upon which production is initiated with only two
baculovirus preps [81, 82]. A further improvement has

recently been shown whereby the rep/cap genes are stably

integrated into the Sf9 cell line genome, but are under the
control of a promoter/enhancer that is induced by subse-

quent baculovirus infection. In this system, infection can

occur, with only one baculovirus containing the ITR-
flanked gene of interest, simplifying the system signifi-

cantly [86, 87].

Production levels of approximately 105 GC/cell and 1015

GC/L have routinely been achieved with these Sf9 systems.

Because of their ease of manipulation and their ability to

Table 2 Current manufacturing platforms being employed to generate rAAV for clinical use

Triple transfection
(adherent)

Triple transfection
(suspension)

Baculovirus-
infected producer
cell line

Herpes virus co-
infection

Adenovirus-infected
producer cell line

REP/CAP Plasmid Plasmid Integrated in cell
line

First rHSV Integrated in cell line

ITR-transgene Plasmid Plasmid BEV Second rHSV Integrated in cell line

Helper genes Plasmid Plasmid BEV (same as
above)

rHSVs (above) Wt adenovirus

Cell line HEK293 (adherent) HEK293 (suspension) Sf9 insect cells BHK (suspension) HeLa S3 (suspension)

Production
system

CellFactory, roller,
CellCube

Wave reactor (tens of
liters)

200 L stirred tank
reactor

10 L wave reactor 250 L stirred tank reactor

Efficiency of
DNA
delivery

?? ? ??? ??? ???

Scalability - ?? ??? ??? ???

Yield (vector
genomes/cell)

5 9 104 (AAV6) -
3.5 9 105 (AAV9)

9 9 104 (AAV4) -
2.1 9 105 (AAV2,
AAV9)

8 9 102

(AAV12) -
5 9 105 (AAV3)

7 9 104 - 1 9 105 5 9 104

Safety
concerns

None None None Contaminating
helper virus

Contaminating wild-type
helper virus

Advantages Quick to produce
virus in small scale

Helper virus-free
AAV

Quick to produce virus in
small scale

Helper virus-free AAV

Added safety of
insect cells and
virus

Efficient large-scale
production

No stable cell line
required

Efficient large-scale
production

Same helper virus for all
production runs

Efficient large-scale
production

Challenges Low scalability of
triple transfection

Low scalability of triple
transfection

Potentially low BEV
stability

2 HSV helper
viruses to produce

HSV sensitive to
production
conditions

Stable producer cell line to
produce for each project

References [146, 147] [146, 148] [87, 149, 150] [151, 152] [153]

AAV adeno-associated virus, BEV baculovirus expression vector, HEK293 human embryonic kidney cell line, rAAV recombinant AAV, REP/
CAP replication/capsid, rHSV recombinant herpes simplex virus type 1, Sf9 Spodoptera frugiperda cell line
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Vector Gene Therapy Clinical Trials

Number %

Adeno-associated virus 137 6.2

Adenovirus 480 21.7

Adenovirus + Modified vaccinia
Ankara virus (MVA)

11 0.5

Adenovirus + Retrovirus 3 0.1

Adenovirus + Sendai virus 1 0

Adenovirus + Vaccinia virus 8 0.4

Alphavirus (VEE) Replicon Vaccine 1 0

Antisense oligonucleotide 6 0.3

Bifidobacterium longum 1 0

E. coli 2 0.1

Flavivirus 8 0.4

Gene gun 5 0.2

Herpes simplex virus 73 3.3

Lactococcus lactis 6 0.3
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AAV in gene therapy clinical trials

Table 3 Selected examples of more than 50 clinical candidates employing rAAV

US trade name (generic name) Company Current
status (US)

Molecular target Major indication Comments

Glybera! (alipogene
tiparvovec)

uniQure EMA
approved,
11-2-12

LPL gene LPL deficiency AAV1; 20–40 or more shots to thigh
muscle, depending on weight

Voretigene neparvovec (SPK-
RPE65)

Spark
Therapeutics

Phase III RPE-specific
protein
(RPE65) gene

LCA (eye
disease)

AAV2-hRPE65v2-101-based delivery
of human RPE65 into the RPE
(NCT00999609)

MieraGTx UK
II Ltd/Syne
Qua Non Ltd/
UCL

Phase I/II RPE-specific
protein
65 kDa
(RPE65) gene

LCA (eye
disease)

AAV2/5 OPTIRPE65;
ophthalmological (NCT02781480,
NCT02946879)

rAAV2-CBSB-hRPE65 UPenn; NEI Phase I/II RPE-specific
protein
65 kDa
(RPE65) gene

LCA (eye
disease)

rAAV2-CBSB carrying human RPE65
gene (NCT00481546)

rAAV2-hRPE65 HMO Phase I RPE-specific
protein
65 kDa
(RPE65) gene

LCA (eye
disease)

rAAV2-hRPE65 delivery platform;
ophthalmological (NCT02781480)

SPK-CHM Spark
Therapeutics

Phase I/II Gene encoding
defective/
missing REP-
1

CHM (eye
disease)

AAV2-hCHM for delivery to retina
(NCT02341807)

CNGA3-ACHM AGTC Phase I Achromatopsia
CNGA3 gene

ACHM
(blindness)

Ophthalmological conditions;
subretinal injection (NCT02935517)

CNGB3-ACHM AGTC Phase I Achromatopsia
CNGB3 gene

ACHM
(blindness)

rAAV2tYF-PR1.7-hCNGB3-
delivered for ophthalmological
conditions (NCT02599922)

scAAV2-P1ND4 NEI Phase I G11778A
mutation in
mitochondrial
DNA

LHON (eye
disease)

scAAV2-P1ND4v2 for gene therapy
to correct G11778A mutation in
mitochondrial DNA;
(NCT02161380)

XLRS gene therapy Biogen/AGTC Phase I/II Mutated XLRS
gene

XLRS (eye
disease)

rAAV2tYF-CB-hRS1 delivery
platform; ophthalmological
(NCT02416622)

BMN-270 Biomarin Phase I/II FVIII gene Severe
hemophilia A

(NCT02576795)

SB-525 Sangamo Phase I/II FVIII gene Hemophilia A Optimized AAV-cDNA hF8 construct
(NCT03061201)

DTX101 Dimension
Therapeutics

Phase I/II FIX gene Hemophilia B AAVrh10 (NCT02618915)

SPK-9001 (SPK-FIX) Spark
Therapeutics/
Pfizer

Phase I/II FIX19 variant
gene

Hemophilia B AAV8 expressing a codon-optimiZed,
high-activity human factor IX
variant (NCT02484092,
NCT01620801)

AMT-060 uniQure/St.
Jude’s
Hospital

Phase I/II FIX gene Hemophilia B AAV5; 9 mo of sustained factor IX
activity (NCT02396342)

SB-FIX Sangamo Phase I FIX gene Hemophilia B AAV2/6 delivered ZFN technology to
repair/replace FIX (NCT02695160)

scAAV2/8-LP1-hFIXco St. Jude’s
Hospital/UCL

Phase I FIX gene Hemophilia B AAV 2/8-LP1-hFIXco encoding FIX
for hemophilia B (NCT00979238)

ADVM-043 Adverum Phase I AAT gene AAT deficiency AAVrh.10halpha1AT
(NCT02168686)

AVXS-101 AveXis Phase I SMN gene SMA SC AAV9-SMN, which crosses BBB
(NCT02122952)
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Table 3 continued

US trade name (generic name) Company Current
status (US)

Molecular target Major indication Comments

rAAVrh74.MCK. micro-
Dystrophin

NICHD Phase I MicroDMD
gene

DMD rAAVrh74.MCK.micro-Dystrophin
vector administered by IM route
(NCT02376816)

LGMD2D NCH Phase I/II a-Sarcoglycan
gene

LGMD2D SC AAVrh74.tMCK.hSGCA
delivered systemically
(NCT01976091)

rAAV1.CMV.
huFollistatin344

NCH Phase I Follistatin gene BMDSIBM AAV1-based delivery of follistatin
gene (FS344) to muscle to build
muscle size and strength
(NCT01519349)

rAAVrh74.MHCK7.DYSF.DV NCH Phase I Dysferlin gene Dysferlin
deficiency

IM injection of
rAAVrh.74.MHCK7.DYSF.DV
gene vector to the EDB muscle
(NCT02710500)

ART-102 Arthrogen Phase I NF-jB and
IFN-b genes

RA IA administration of AAV5.NF-kB.
IFN-b in subjects with RA and
active arthritis in the joint
(NCT02727764)

Intracerebral gene therapy INSERM Phase I/II ARSA gene Metachromatic
leukodystrophy

AAVrh.10 vector used to transfer
cDNA encoding ARSA into the
brain of children (NCT01801709)

CERE-110 Ceregene Phase II NGF gene Alzheimer’s
disease

CERE-110 injected into the brain
during a surgical procedure
(NCT00876863)

CERE-120 Ceregene/
Sangamo

Phase I/II Neurturin gene Idiopathic
Parkinson’s
disease

AAV engineered to carry the human
gene for neurturin (NCT00985517)

AAV-hAADC NIH Phase I AADC gene GERT for
AADC
deficiency

AAV2-hAADC delivered to the SNc
and VTA in children with AADC
deficiency (NCT02852213)

AAV2CUhCLN2 Weill Cornell
University

Phase I TPP1 GERT for
LINCL (form
of Batten
disease)

Direct CNS administration of AAV2
encoding human TPP1 cDNA
(NCT00151216)

Abeona
Therapeutics

Phase I/II SGSH gene GERT for
MPSIIIA
(Sanfilippo A
syndrome)

SC AAV9.U1a.hSGSH injected IV
through a peripheral limb vein
(NCT02716246)

SAF-301 Lysogene Phase I/II SGSH and
SUMF1 genes

GERT for
MPSIIIA
(Sanfilippo A
syndrome)

SAF-301 (AAV10-SGSH-SUMF1
cDNA) directly injected into both
sides of the brain through six image-
guided tracks, with two deposits per
track, in a single neurosurgical
session (NCT01474343)

DTX301 Dimension
Therapeutics

Phase I OTC gene GERT to correct
blood
ammonia
accumulation

AAV8-OTC-based delivery gene
therapy to correct OTC deficiency
(NCT02991144)
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achromatopsia in phase I safety studies (http://www.

AGTC.com) (Table 3).

6.1 Systemic Delivery

Several clinical trials are being run in which systemic

administration is being used to target the liver, a tissue that

is readily accessible through this route of administration
and a tissue type that is readily transduced by many well-

understood AAV variants [96]. These trials are mostly for
monogenic, inherited diseases, in which the goal is gene

replacement for defective genes, including those mutated

in hemophilia A and B. Currently, these trials are in phase
I/II, and are sponsored by academic groups, as well as

biopharmaceutical companies such as Spark Therapeutics

(SPK-9001, SPK-8011), Sangamo Therapeutics (SB-525),
UniQure (AMT-060), Dimension Therapeutics (DTX101,

DTX201), and Biomarin (BMN 270) (Table 3) [97].

Unlike local administration to the eye, which is considered
an immune-privileged site that might not be affected by the

existence of NAbs, systemic administration will require

patient stratification for patient NAb levels. In addition, the
possibility for re-administration becomes very difficult,

should the need arise [80]. Although rare, there have been

reports of rAAV vector integration into animal model
genomes with subsequent genotoxicities [98, 99]. In addi-

tion, AAV genome sequences have been found in human

hepatocellular carcinoma samples near known cancer dri-
ver genes, although at a low frequency [100]. There is an

ongoing debate on these findings regarding cause and

effect, and mouse/human translation. Regardless,

hepatocellular, as well as other tissue genotoxicity, will

need to be monitored in the course of AAV clinical
development.

6.2 Intramuscular Delivery

Another common delivery strategy is direct intramuscular

injections. The only approved AAV gene therapy in Europe
(Glybera!) is an AAV1 encoding the gene for lipoprotein

lipase deficiency [47, 101]. Skeletal muscle has been
shown to be a target tissue type that is efficiently trans-

duced by many AAV variants [39]. Once transduced, the

muscle cells serve as a production site for protein products
that can act locally or systemically, as is the case with

Glybera!. As a result of the low cellular turnover rate of

the muscle cells, the transduced AAV gene product will be
maintained in these cells as an episome for years, as has

been shown in many studies in non-human primates [39].

Consequently, a single-dose regimen of an intramuscu-
larly-delivered product may never need to be readminis-

tered unless there is significant damage or immune

clearance of the transduced cells. This strategy is also
being employed by Adverum and AGTC for a1-antitrypsin
deficiency, as well as for certain muscular dystrophies

(Table 3) [97].

6.3 Central Nervous System Delivery

Direct CNS administration is being utilized for Parkinson’s

disease, as well as various inherited diseases such as Batten

disease, Canavan disease, and mucopolysaccharidosis

Table 3 continued

US trade name (generic name) Company Current
status (US)

Molecular target Major indication Comments

TT-034 Tacere
Therapeutics

Phase I/II Hepatitis C
virus

Hepatitis AAV carrying three different anti-
HCV shRNAs that cleave the RNA
genome of HCV by RNA
interference (NCT01899092)

AAT a1 antitrypsin, AAV adeno-associated virus, ACHM achromatopsia, AGTC Applied Genetic Technologies Corporation, ARSA arylsulfatase
A, BBB blood–brain barrier, BMDSIBM Becker muscular dystrophy sporadic inclusion body myositis, cDNA complementary DNA, hAADC
human aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase, hCHM human choroideremia, CNG cyclic nucleotide-gated, CNGA3 alpha subunit of the cone
photoreceptor CNG, CNGB3 beta subunit of the cone photoreceptor CNG, CNS central nervous system, DMD Duchenne muscular dystrophy,
EDB extensor digitorum brevis, EMA European Medicines Agency, GERT genetic enzyme replacement therapy, FVIII factor VIII, FIX factor IX,
HCV hepatitis C virus, HMO Hadassah Medical Organization, IA intra-articular, IFN interferon, IM intramuscular, IV intravascular, LCA Leber
congential amaurosis, LGMD2D limb girdle muscular dystrophy type 2D, LHON Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy, LINCL late infantile
neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis, LPL lipoprotein lipase, MPS mucopolysaccharidosis, NCH Nationwide Children’s Hospital, NCT National
Clinical Trial, NEI National Eye Institute, NF-jB nuclear factor-jB, NGF nerve growth factor, NICHD Eunice Kennedy Shriver National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, NIH National Institutes of Health, OTC ornithine transcarbamylase, RA rheumatoid arthritis,
rAAV recombinant AAV, REP-1 Rab escort protein-1, RPE retinal pigment epithelium, SC self-complementary, SGSH N-sulfoglucosamine
sulfohydrolase, shRNA short hairpin RNA, SMA spinal muscular atrophy, SMN survival motor neuron, SNC substantia nigra pars compacta,
SUMF1 sulfatase modifying factor-1, TPP1 lysosomal enzyme tripeptidyl peptidase 1, UCL University College, London, UPenn University of
Pennsylvania, VTA ventral tegmental area, XLRS X-linked juvenile retinoschisis, ZFN zinc-finger nuclease
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AAV CLINICAL TRIALS 
it was discovered that the AAV-2 capsid heparin binding motif
was responsible for T-cell activation (65). This correlated well
with a study in mice that showed that AAV-2 infection can
activate a CTL response, whereas AAV-7 and AAV-8 do not
(67). Moreover, Wang et al. (67) suggested that the cross-
presentation of input AAV capsids via major histocompatibil-
ity complex class I presentation may be playing a role in the
observed activation of cytotoxic T cells; however, this response
does not diminish transgene expression via the targeted de-
struction of transduced hepatocytes, a finding confirmed by
another group (38). Taken together, these studies suggest that
immune responses are a major hurdle and that a deeper un-
derstanding of AAV-host interactions in humans is required
for the efficient use of AAV as a gene transfer vector.

AAV CLINICAL TRIALS

AAV has become increasingly common as a vector for use in
human clinical trials; as of now, 38 protocols have been ap-
proved by the Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee and
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The increased pop-
ularity of AAV vectors reflects the appreciation of the long-
term transgene expression observed in animal models and the
relative lack of immune response and other toxicities in the
models. Other factors that have played a role in encouraging
the use of AAV vectors include the discovery of new serotypes
and the appreciation that matching the tissue specificity of the
serotype with the presumptive target tissue can greatly en-
hance the potential effectiveness of therapy. In general, the
goal of gene therapy can be classified into one of two catego-
ries, the correction of an intracellular defect or the synthesis of
a secreted protein, which is active at an extracellular level. In
the latter case, the site of protein synthesis would not seem to
be critical as long as it has no deleterious intracellular effects
and is successfully secreted into blood. This assumption has
been tested in clinical trials in which proteins normally synthe-
sized in the liver are now induced to be produced in skeletal
muscle. Whether the assumption is correct is still not certain,
in part because different vector target sites may induce differ-
ent host immune responses (41, 42).

Despite the small packaging capacity of AAV vectors, clever
investigators have devised ways of engineering transgenes and
associated regulatory sequences so that their sizes can be re-
duced sufficiently to allow packaging into AAV capsids. In
general, the expectations with regard to minimal toxicity have
been met, although there have been two notable exceptions to
this, which will be discussed below. To date, no clinical cures
have been effected, although there have been anecdotal data
that have kept hopes up. Trials that have been concluded or
are in progress are listed in Table 2. Several of these will be
discussed below in some detail to illustrate specific points of
interest and concern.

Initial targets for gene therapy included monogenic diseases
in which the gene product either was altered to become non-
functional or was missing. First among these was CF, a lethal,
autosomal recessive disease in which the CF transmembrane
regulator (CFTR) is inactivated by mutation. CFTR is a com-
ponent of the Cl! channel and the lack of functional CFTR
affects the transmembrane electrical potential. This leads to
the accumulation of thick secretions in the lung coupled with a

loss of the normal respiratory epithelial ciliary activity. The
primary difficulty is pulmonary, with an increased incidence of
pulmonary infection, especially by Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
Additional difficulty occurs with pancreatic secretion, but the
loss of the pancreatic enzymes can be treated with supple-
ments. Thirteen protocols have been approved for phase I and
phase II clinical trials using an AAV vector (2, 22, 23, 46, 66).
Delivery of the vector was achieved by bronchoscope or by
aerosol into the lung and in several cases by delivery to the
maxillary sinus (to make measurement of the transmembrane
potential, which is affected in CF, possible). The primary and
most important observation in early trials was the lack of mea-
surable toxicity and a very modest immune response evoked by
the route of pulmonary delivery. Serum antibody was evoked
but did not affect the subsequent administration of the vector.
The measurement of efficacy in the lung is pretty much re-
stricted to measures of pulmonary function; any improvement
that was noted in this manner was not statistically significant.
However, in those patients who had vector instilled into the
maxillary sinus, it was possible to make a somewhat more
direct measurement. The most notable effect was an increase
in levels of interleukin-10, a cytokine that is anti-inflammatory,
and a concomitant decrease in levels of interleukin-8, which
has the opposite effect. Major challenges with vector delivery
to the lung through the airway included rapid, regular shedding
of the respiratory epithelium, which means that cells that have
taken up the vector are fairly quickly lost and that the uptake
of the AAV-2 vector in cell culture was mostly through the
basolateral surface, which is not very accessible via the airway.
Thus, consideration must be given to alternative routes of
delivery and the possibility of vectors with alternative sero-
types.

A second monogenic disease that could be amenable to gene
therapy is hemophilia. Although this disease can be lethal, it is
functionally chronic with current modes of therapy. The two
common forms are hemophilia A and hemophilia B. Clotting
requires a complex series of enzymatic reactions. Two of the
required enzymes are factors VIII and IX; a lack of the former
results in hemophilia A, and a lack of the latter results in
hemophilia B. Initial efforts concentrated on the replacement

TABLE 2. Clinical trials involving AAV vectors

Condition Gene product(s) Phase

CF CFTR I/II
Canavan’s disease Aspartoacylase I
Parkinson’s disease GAD65, GAD65, AADC,

neurturin
I

Alzheimer’s disease Beta nerve growth factor I
Alpha-1-antitrypsin

deficiency
AAT I

Arthritis TNFR:Fc I
Leber congenital

amaurosis
RPE65 I

Hemophilia B Factor IX I
Late infantile neuronal

lipofuscinosis
CLN2 I

Muscular dystrophy Minidystrophin, sarcoglycan I
Heart failure SERCA-2a I
Prostate cancer Granulocyte-macrophage colony-

stimulating factory
I/II/III

Epilepsy Neuropeptide Y I
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AAV gene therapy: Hemophilia
The two common forms are hemophilia A and hemophilia B. Clowng requires a complex series of 
enzymaKc reacKons. Two of the required enzymes are factors VIII, the lack of which causes hemophilia A, 
and IX (hemophilia B).

The coding region factor IX and regulatory sequences could readily be encapsidated in the AAV vector. 
Preclinical models: A factor IX AAV vector could be used to “cure” mice with hemophilia B and, more 
exciKngly, also performed well in a canine model of hemophilia.

Clinical studies:
1.IniKal phase I studies, performed by the intramuscular injecKon of an AAV-2 vector, could not rise 
serum factor IX concentraKon at therapeuKc level.
2.Changing the vector tropism to the liver (hepaKc artery) give rise to detectable transgenic factor IX in 
the serum for 4 to 9 weeks in the two subjects, at the highest dose (2x1012 vector genomes/kg). More 
troublesome was a rise in liver transaminases in the serum, a sign of liver inflammaKon. Possibly at the 
highest dose, the mulKplicity of infecKon (MOI) was sufficiently high that degradaKon products of the 
capsid were displayed on the surface of the transduced hepatocytes in sufficient quanKty to induce the 
CTL response 

The dose required to produce a detectable level of factor IX was also sufficient to 
induce a CTL response, which destroyed the cells expressing factor IX.

Possible solutions: 1) induce tolerance to AAV capside fragments; 2) development of a 
more efficient vector, which would enable a much lower MOI or dose so that the immune 
response would not be evoked.



rheumatoid arthritis 
Rheumatoid arthritis is a disabling inflammatory disease in which the immune system reacts 
against the body’s joint tissue. One way to counteract the effects of the cytokine tumor 
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) is the the use of the drug adalimumab. 
Alternatively, AAV vector expressing a TNF inhibitor for an extended period of time, could be 
used.
Preclinical models: promising data were achieved in the animal model of disease. 

Clinical studies: in the phase I clinical trial, one patient became extremely ill the day after 
the administration of the AAV vector and died within 4 days. Subsequent investigation 
established that the patient had died of an overwhelming Histoplasmosis capsulatum fungal 
infection. The patient had also been treated with adalimumab, one of whose side effects is 
known to be sepsis. 
Whether this infection was not controlled because 1) of the adalimumab drug (the patient 
had also been treated with adalimumab) or 2) the TNF-a inhibitor expressed from the 
transgene, remain an open question. 



Parkinson’s disease
In Parkinson’s disease, a loss of dopaminergic neurons leads to the loss of inhibitory gamma 
aminobutyric acid-sensitive input to the subthalamic nucleus.
Clinical study: 12 patients with advanced Parkinson’s disease had an AAV vector carrying a 
transgene encoding glutamic acid decarboxylase injected into the subthalamic nucleus on one 
side. 
Treatment: The patients received low, moderate, or high doses of the vector. The therapy was 
well tolerated, with no adverse effects attributable to gene therapy. 

Therapeutic effects: The clinical impression was that motor activity on the treated side was 
improved significantly relative to the un- treated side regardless of dose. The observed 
improvement in motor activity persisted for at least 1 year. 



conclusion from clinical trials
1. The first is that there has been relaKvely lizle toxicity that can be directly azributed 

to the AAV vector pla{orm. PotenKal toxicity appears to arise from an inflammatory 
response involving cytotoxic T cells responding to fragments of the coat proteins 
from input vector. This seems to be dose-dependent.

2. Humoral immunity seems to play a role in some instances when the subsequent 
administraKon of a vector may be blocked, but toxicity per se has not been a 
significant observaKon. Here, the route of administraKon seems to be important; 
lizle humoral immunity has been noted when the pulmonary route is used 



Raffronto fra diversi metodi di trasduzione utilizzati in terapia genica

Adenovirus AAV Retrovirus Non virali

Tropismo Ampio Ampio Specifico Vario

Dimensioni dell'inserto <8 kb <4.5 kb 5-6 kb Illimitato

Integrazione nel genoma No Si Si Limitata

Divisione cellulare necessaria No No Si Preferibile

Espressione a lungo termine No Si Si No

Risposta immune Elevata Medio-bassa Bassa Bassa

Efficienza in vivo Elevata Elevata Elevata Bassa
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Pioneer Perspective

Adenovirus:
The First Effective In Vivo Gene Delivery Vector

Ronald G. Crystal

Introduction

The adenovirus, an 80–100 nm, nonenveloped, icosa-
hedral capsid, double-stranded DNA virus, is a well-

known cause of respiratory tract infections (Ginsberg, 1984).
Adenovirus infection in humans usually is mild, but in im-
munocompromised individuals, it can be life threatening. The
adenovirus was first isolated from human adenoids in 1953.
There are over 50 known serotypes (Wilson, 1996; Hackett
and Crystal, 2008). In the late 1980s, when we began to think
about strategies of transferring genes in vivo, the adenovirus
was known to be trophic for the respiratory epithelium. The
virus had been sequenced in its entirety, many human sero-
types were known, and the detailed biology of how the virus
replicated and assembled was well described (Ginsberg, 1984;
Russell, 2009). The stage was set, partly by serendipity, to
adapt the adenovirus to be an effective means of transferring
genes in vivo.

History

In 2014, the concept of using a modified virus to transfer
genes in vivo is standard practice, widely used throughout
the biomedical research community. In the late 1980s,
however, when laboratories such as ours started thinking
about delivering genes in vivo, the concept was new, and the
challenge daunting.

We began strategizing how to effectively transfer genes
in vivo as a follow-up to our development of a therapy for a1
antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency, an autosomal recessive disorder
associated with a serum deficiency of AAT and development
of emphysema (Crystal, 1990). After almost a decade of
work, we had developed augmentation, using weekly intra-
venous infusions of human plasma-purified AAT to treat the
deficiency state (Gadek et al., 1980; Wewers et al., 1987).
After that therapy was approved by the FDA, we began
thinking about strategies in which we could use gene therapy
to produce endogenous AAT, circumventing the need for
weekly infusions with the purified protein. At that time, the
most effective gene transfer method into primary cells was
with a Moloney murine leukemia-based retrovirus. We used a
retrovirus construct from E. Gilboa of Memorial Sloan–
Kettering Cancer Center to transfer the normal human AAT
cDNA to mouse fibroblasts (Garver et al., 1987). Although
we were able to generate glycosylated, physiologically

‘‘normal’’ human AAT by the fibroblasts, the amounts pro-
duced were far below that needed to treat AAT deficiency,
thus obviating an ex vivo cell-based strategy to effectively
treat the deficiency state. This observation led us to the
concept that it would be a lot more efficient if we could use a
virus to transfer the human AAT gene directly to the lung
(the site of disease) or liver (the normal site of AAT pro-
duction) in vivo.

Early In Vivo Studies

In 1989, I received a call from Paul Tolstoshev, a former
postdoctoral fellow who was the scientific director of the
Strasbourg-based biotech company, Transgene. He told me of
a collaboration they had initiated with Michel Perricaudet, an
adenovirus virologist at Institute Gustave-Roussy in France, to
develop a replication-deficient adenovirus as a gene delivery
strategy. As a pulmonary physician, I was well aware that the
adenovirus was capable of infecting the lung epithelium and
recognized that this might be an effective means to deliver
genes directly to the lung. Michel graciously offered to train us
in the use of adenoviruses, and I sent David Curiel (then a
postdoctoral fellow in our laboratory) to Michel’s laboratory to
learn the technology so that we could transfer it to our labo-
ratory. David did so, came back with the adenovirus compo-
nents and the 293 cell line to produce the recombinant vectors,
and taught Melissa Rosenfeld (another postdoctoral fellow;
now M. Ashlock) how the adenovirus system worked. By
deleting the E1 genes to prevent replication, and the E3 genes
to make more room for the transgene, the common human
serotype 5 adenovirus could be converted to a vector that had
sufficient room for a promoter and transgene and was repli-
cation deficient (Fig. 1). We quickly established the system in
our laboratory, and in one of those rare eureka moments in any
scientist’s career when you recognize that an observation in
your laboratory may have significant implications, we ob-
served that an E1- E3- adenovirus coding for b-galactosidase
was strikingly effective in transferring genes in vivo (Fig. 2).
This quickly led to a publication in Science, representing the
first demonstration of efficient in vivo transfer of a gene to
experimental animals with high levels of organ-specific ex-
pression. Soon afterward, we demonstrated that an adenovirus
vector could be used to effectively transfer and express the
normal human AAT cDNA to the liver, the natural site of
AAT expression (Jaffe et al., 1992).
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